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You can leave bids in person, through our website, by email or telephone - detailing your intended bids clearly, giving your
price limit for each lot (excluding Buyer’s Premium and VAT). We cannot accept liability for failure to execute such bids or for
errors or omissions. All bids must be received before the start of the sale (10am GMT) in order to ensure placement. If we
receive more than one bid of the same value the first one received will take precedence. Bids may be rounded down to the
nearest amount consistent with the auctioneers bidding increments.
ONLINE BIDDING
To register for live bidding or to follow the sale online please visit www.ibidder.com, this service incurs an additional fee of
3% of the hammer price (plus VAT, if applicable).
CONDITION REPORTS
All goods are excluded from the Sale of Goods Act 1979 and sold as seen. Bidders must satisfy themselves as to the condition
of each lot. Condition reports will be made available on our website wherever possible and are available on request via our
email, our website, or ibidder.com. Requests for condition reports must be submitted by 4pm on the day prior to the auction.
Please note that we are unable to give verbal condition reports for any lot.
BUYER’S PREMIUM
All items in our auction are subject to buyer’s premium of 20% plus VAT (24% in total) which will be added to the hammer
price for items up to £150,000. The commission then reduces to 12% plus VAT for items with a hammer price of £150,001 and
over.
In the event that a lot has an asterisk (*) beside the lot number in the catalogue, this indicates that the item is owned by an
entity or company required to pay VAT for which an extra 20% is payable on the hammer price. Normal buyer’s premium
applies.
PAYMENT & COLLECTION
All items must be paid for and collected within 3 working days of the auction. Payment methods are: bank transfer cash (up
to £9,000), debit or credit card with chip and pin. We do not accept card payments over the phone, cheques, American
Express or Diners Club cards.
LOCATION
BCVA, Units 1-3 Yelverton Road (off Hungerford Road), Brislington, Bristol, BS4 5HP is
situated close to the A4 Bath Road. From the A4 take the A4174, at the first
roundabout take the first exit onto West Town Lane/B3119. Take the first left onto
Hungerford Road, Yelverton Road is approx. 100 metres on the left.
PARKING
Car parking is available at our premises in addition to on street parking in the
surrounding area (subject to normal traffic regulations).
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
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PLEASE NOTE: THE FOLLOWING APPLIES TO VEHICLES
•

Buyers Premium at the rate of 20% (plus VAT) will be added to the hammer price.

•

On the sale of selected commercial vehicles, in addition to the Buyer's Premium, VAT at the
current rate of 20% will be added to the hammer price. These vatable Lots will be indicated
with an asterisk (*) next to the Lot number.

•

Prospective buyers are advised to view and inspect before bidding and they, (and any
independent experts on their behalf), must satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of any
description and condition applied to a lot.

•

We do not carry out exhaustive tests on any lot.

•

All motor vehicles are sold with no warranty, including odometer readings, any mechanical,
electronic or component parts. It is the purchaser's responsibility to ensure that they may
safely and lawfully be driven on the highway.

•

Payment of vehicles will only be accepted by bank transfer, cash, debit or credit card.
Vehicles not paid for and collected within 3 working days of the auction will be subject to a
storage charge of £5 (plus VAT) per day or part thereof.

•

VEHICLES
1468
A MK 1 Ford Cortina with seats and
parts, registration number OPD
130D, 1198cc, petrol, three former
keepers, V5 document available
(Non-runner/restoration project).
Please Note: This lot is subject to
20% Buyers Premium plus VAT (24%
in total)
£600 - 800
1469
A MG Midget 1275 Convert,
registration number XAB 698M,
1275cc, petrol, mileage reading
99,180 (Not Warranted), five former
keepers, V5 document available,
originally gold in colour but has been
re-sprayed (Non-runner/restoration
project).
Please Note: This lot is subject to
20% Buyers Premium plus VAT (24%
in total)
£800 - 1,200

1470
A 2001 Land Rover Freelander TD4
SWD, registration number EK02 NJU,
1951cc, diesel, manual, six former
keepers, MOT expired, mileage
reading 222,807 (Not Warranted),
V5 document available.
Please Note: This lot is subject to
20% Buyers Premium plus VAT (24%
in total)
£200 - 300
1471
A 2010 Ford Focus Z-tec 100,
registration number WN10 MVY,
1599cc, petrol, automatic, one
former keeper, MOT expired 23
March 2019, mileage reading at last
MOT 94,613 (Not Warranted), V5
document available (Deceased
Estate).
Please Note: This lot is subject to
20% Buyers Premium plus VAT (24%
in total)
£1,500 - 2,000

1472
A 2010 Vauxhall Astra Exclusive 16V
five door hatchback, registration
number WN10 DUY, 1598cc, petrol,
one former keeper, mileage reading
37,301 (Not Warranted), MOT
expired April 2017, damage to
windscreen, multimedia console
removed, V5 document available
(Deceased Estate).
Please Note: This lot is subject to
20% Buyers Premium plus VAT (24%
in total)
£1,000 - 1,500
1473
A 2012 Hyundai IX20 Active five door
hatchback, registration number RJ62
YVU, 1396cc, petrol, manual, one
former keeper, mileage reading 6787
(Not Warranted), MOT expired
December 2018, V5 document
available (Deceased Estate).
Please Note: This lot is subject to
20% Buyers Premium plus VAT (24%
in total)
£3,000 - 4,000

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

DAY ONE
FRAGRANCES
AND TOILETRIES
1*
Lacoste L . 12 . 12 Blanc Pure eau de
toilette (175ml), Dunhill Icon
Absolute eau de parfum (100ml),
Issey Miyake L'Eau D'Issey Pure
Petale De Nectar eau de toilette
(50ml), FCUK Him eau de toilette
(100ml) and a Brave Soul eau de
toilette Him (100ml).
£20 - 30
2*
A Laura Mercier body & bath fresh
fig body creme (300ml), Penhaligon's
Luna body cream (175ml), Voyage
d'Hermes deodorant (150ml), Allen
Mugler eau de parfum refillable
talisman (60ml), Allen Mugler
beautifying hair mist (30ml).
£30 - 40
3*
Four as new Kiehl's Avocado
Nourishing Hydration masks (100g).
£20 - 30
4*
A quantity of as new miscellaneous
NARS cosmetics to include three All
Day Luminous Weightless
Foundation Syracuse (30ml), three
Natural Radiant Longwear
Foundation Vienna (30ml), three
Sheer Glow Foundation Deauville
(30ml) and three Climax Dramatic
Volumizing Mascara Explicit Black
(6g).
£40 - 60
5*
Four as new Kiehl's Avocado
Nourishing Hydration masks (100g).
£20 - 30
6*
Two Jo Malone body and hand
lotions (2 x 250ml) nnd a Jo Malone
Vitamin E body lotion (185ml).
£20 - 30
7*
A Calvin Klein All eau de toilette
(100ml) and a Marc Jacobs Daisy
miniature gift set (4ml).
£20 - 30
8*
Four as new Kiehl's Avocado
Nourishing Hydration masks (100g).
£20 - 30

9*
A quantity of as new miscellaneous
Laura Mercier beauty products to
include ten foundation primers
(50ml), three tinted moisturisers
(50ml), three Flawless Lumiere
radiance-perfecting foundations
(30ml) and three Matte Radiance
baked powders (7.50g).
£40 - 60
10*
Four as new Kiehl's Avocado
Nourishing Hydration masks (100g).
£20 - 30
11*
A quantity of miscellaneous
cosmetics to include bareMinerals
BarePro performance wear liquid
foundation (30ml), Trish McEvoy
Correct and Brighten beta hydroxy
pads daily exfoliator (40 pads) and
Too Faced Born This Way multi-use
sculpting concealer (15ml) (11
items).
£30 - 40
12*
Seven boxed as new Cacharel NOA
eau de toilette natural spray (30ml).
£20 - 30
13*
Seven boxed as new Clinique
dramatically different moisturizing
lotion+ tubes (50ml).
£20 - 30
14*
A quantity Laura Mercia items to
include Velour Lip Powder and
Caviar Stick On Eye Colour
(Approximately 25 items).
£30 - 40
15*
A quantity of as new and pre-owned
fragrances to include three Dolce &
Gabbana Intense eau de parfum
(100ml testers), one Tiffany & Co.
Intense eau de parfum (75ml tester),
two Givenchy Gentleman eau de
parfum (100ml testers), and one
Britney Spears Fantasy eau de
parfum (100ml).
£20 - 30
16*
One hundred Aromatherapy
Associates travel size body wash
(30ml).
£40 - 60

17*
A quantity of as new Shapiro MD
Triple Action Hair Therapy Formula
to include four shampoos (250ml)
and four conditioners (250ml).
£20 - 30
18*
A quantity of as new Body Shop
products to include six Drops Of
Light pure healthy brightening day
cream (50ml), six Himalayan
Charcoal purifying glow mask (75ml),
six Vanilla Marshmallow bubbling
bath (250ml) and a quantity of body
butter (200ml).
£40 - 60
19*
One DKNY Be Delicious eau de
parfum (50ml), one Dolce eau de
parfum (20ml), one Mon Paris eau
de parfum (50ml), one Boucheron
eau de parfum (100ml), one L'eau
D'Issey City Blossom eau de toilette
(90ml), one Giorgio Beverly Hills eau
de toilette (90ml), one Roberto
Cavalli eau de parfum (75ml) and
one Dolce & Gabbana Light Blue eau
de toilette (25ml), all boxed as new.
£30 - 40
20*
One Club De Nuit Intense man eau
de toilette (105ml), one Nuit D'Issey
parfum (75ml), one Dior Sauvage
eau de toilette (60ml), one Dolce &
Gabbana The One for men eau de
parfum (50ml) and one Tommy eau
de toilette spray (100ml), all boxed
as new.
£30 - 40
21*
Three Crabtree & Evelyn West Indian
Lime Cologne (3 x 100ml).
£20 - 30
22*
An as new Chanel Coromandel eau
de parfum (200ml).
£30 - 40
23*
Three Elizabeth Arden 5th Avenue
eau de parfum (3 x 125ml one
unboxed).
£20 - 30
24*
Lancome La Nuit Tresor L'eau De
Parfum (50ml), Narciso Rodriguez for
her Eau De Parfum (30ml), Britney
Spears Eau De Parfum (100ml) and a
Miss Dior eau de toilette (100ml very
slightly used).
£30 - 40
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25*
Three Laura Mercia foundation
primer radiance (50ml) and a Clarins
Cleanse and Tone set (200ml).
£30 - 40
26*
Three Davidoff Cool Water eau de
toilette (2 x 125ml 1 x 200ml).
£20 - 30
27*
A Gucci Bloom eau de parfum
(150ml).
£20 - 30
28*
A Christian Dior Ambre Nuit eau de
parfum (125ml slightly used and
unboxed).
£30 - 40
29*
An as new Atelier Rose Anonyme
cologne Absolue (200ml).
£30 - 40
30*
Versace Man eau de toilette (200ml),
Versace Bright Crystal eau de toilette
(90ml) and a Victoria's Secret Tease
eau de parfum (50ml).
£20 - 30
31*
Dior J'adore eau de toilette (100ml),
Dior Sauvage eau de parfum (200ml)
and a Dior Sauvage shower gel
(200ml).
£30 - 40
32*
Two Paco Rabanne One Million eau
de toilettes (2 x 200ml).
£20 - 30
33*
A boxed as new Lancôme Absolue
Precious Cells lotion (150ml).
£20 - 30
34*
An as new Yves Saint Laurent Tuxedo
eau de parfum (125ml Box
unsealed).
£30 - 40
35*
Two Must De Cartier eau de toilettes
(2 x 100ml), Penhaligon's Blenheim
Bouquet eau de toilette (200ml
Unsealed) and Van Cleef & Arpels
Precious Oud No 04855AM eau de
parfum (75ml).
£30 - 40

36*
Dolce & Gabbana Pour Homme eau
de toilette (125ml), Dolce &
Gabbana Light Blue (50ml) and a
Giorgio Armani Acqua Di Gio eau de
parfum (180ml).
£30 - 40
37*
Two Jeanne Arthes Amore Mio
Forever eau de parfum (2 x 100ml),
Lancome Treson In Love eau de
parfum (75ml), Elizabeth Taylor
White Diamonds eau de toilette
(100ml), Sarah Jessica Parker Lovely
eau de parfum (150ml).
£20 - 30
38*
Two boxed as new Avlon Affirm
Fiberguard conditioning relaxer
systems.
£20 - 30
39*
Four boxed as new Daisy Marc
Jacobs Eau So Fresh Sunshine eau de
toilette (75ml).
£30 - 40
40*
Three boxed as new Marc Jacobs
Daisy Sunshine eau de toilette (50
ml).
£20 - 30
41*
Five boxed as new Roberto Cavalli
eau de parfum (75ml).
£20 - 30
42*
Four Clarins double serum complete
age control concentrate (30ml).
£30 - 40
43*
Eight Laneige special care lip
sleeping masks (20g).
£30 - 40
44*
Three Clarins double serum
complete age control concentrate
(30ml).
£30 - 40
45*
Eight Laneige special care lip
sleeping masks (20g).
£30 - 40
46*
Three Clarins double serum
complete age control concentrate
(30ml).
£30 - 40
47*
Eight Laneige special care lip
sleeping masks (20g).
£30 - 40

48*
Three Clarins double serum
complete age control concentrate
(30ml).
£30 - 40
49*
Eight Laneige special care lip
sleeping masks (20g).
£30 - 40
50*
Three Clarins double serum
complete age control concentrate
(30ml).
£30 - 40
51*
Eight Laneige special care lip
sleeping masks (20g).
£30 - 40
52*
Three Clarins double serum
complete age control concentrate
(30ml).
£30 - 40
53*
Six Laneige special care lip sleeping
masks (20g) and two Laneige double
layering oils (50ml).
£30 - 40
54*
Three boxed as new Marc Jacobs
Daisy Dream Sunshine eau de
toilette (50ml).
£20 - 30
55*
Three Clarins double serum
complete age control concentrate
(30ml).
£30 - 40
56*
Three Clarins double serum
complete age control concentrate
(30ml).
£30 - 40
57*
Three Clarins double serum
complete age control concentrate
(30ml).
£30 - 40
58*
Three Clarins double serum
complete age control concentrate
(30ml).
£30 - 40
59*
Three Clarins double serum
complete age control concentrate
(30ml).
£30 - 40
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60*
Three Clarins double serum
complete age control concentrate
(30ml).
£30 - 40
61*
Three Clarins double serum
complete age control concentrate
(30ml).
£30 - 40
62*
Zara Fleur De Baobab eau de parfum
(100ml), Zara Lightly Bloom eau de
parfum (100ml), Zara Pink Flambe
eau de toilette (200ml) and Zara
Little Dreamer Limited Edition eau
de toilette (50ml).
£20 - 30
63*
Six Mukhallat Abdul Aziz eau de
parfums (6 x 100ml) and one
Asgharali Habat Al Oud eau de
parfum (120ml).
£20 - 30
64*
A quantity of as new parfum/eau de
toilettes to include Amber Noir, Rose
Oud, 9th Element, Sparkling Sky
Heavenly (Approximately 20 items).
£20 - 30
65*
Two boxed as new Marc Jacobs
Daisy Dream Sunshine eau de
toilette (50ml) and one boxed as
new Marc Jacobs Daisy Eau So Fresh
Sunshine eau de toilette (75ml).
£20 - 30
66*
Two boxed as new Gucci Flora eau
de parfum (30ml), one boxed as new
Gucci Flora eau de parfum (50ml)
and one boxed as new Gucci Flora
Gorgeous Gardenia (50ml).
£30 - 40
67*
A Forever Flawless Blue Diamond
infused stretching mask (50ml).
£40 - 60
68*
A Forever Flawless Blue Diamond
infused stretching mask (50ml).
£40 - 60
69*
A Forever Flawless Black Diamond
age defying thermal mask (50g) and
a Forever Flawless hand and body
lotion (100ml).
£30 - 40

70*
Three boxed as new Marc Jacobs
Daisy Sunshine eau de toilette (50
ml).
£20 - 30
71*
Five boxed as new Roberto Cavalli
eau de parfum (75ml).
£20 - 30
72*
Three Euphoria Calvin Klein eau de
parfum spray and skin lotion sets.
£30 - 40
73*
Three Chloe Eau De Parfum and
body lotion sets.
£30 - 40
74*
Hugo Boss The Scent for her Eau De
Parfum (100ml), Hugo Boss MaVie
Eau De Parfum (100ml) and a Chloe
Eau De Parfum (50ml).
£30 - 40
75*
Three Narciso Rodriguez pure Musc
for her eau de parfum (Two 30ml,
one 50ml), one Narciso eau de
parfum (90ml tester), one Narciso
Rodriguez bleu noir for him eau de
parfum (100ml tester), one Bi-es eau
de parfum for woman and one Bi-es
eau de toilette for man.
£30 - 40
76*
A quantity of as new miscellaneous
beauty products and cosmetics to
include three Estee Lauder Double
Wear Nude cushion Sticks (14ml),
two Elizabeth Arden Advanced
Ceramide Capsules (42ml), three
BareMinerals Barepro performance
wear powder foundation (10g) and
two Laura Mercier Flawless Lumiere
radiance-perfecting foundation
(30ml) (Approximately 30 items).
£40 - 60
77*
Five boxed as new Roberto Cavalli
eau de parfum (75ml).
£20 - 30
78*
A boxed as new L'Occitane L'Homme
cologne Cedrat eau de toilette
(75ml) and a Joop Homme eau de
toilette (125ml).
£20 - 30

79*
Seven boxed as new Liz Earle
Naturally Active skin repair
moisturiser kits (Cleanse & polish
hot cloth cleanser 100ml, two pure
cotton cloths, instant boost skin
tonic 200ml, skin repair moisturiser
50ml and gentle face exfoliator
50ml).
£40 - 60
80*
A quantity of Victoria's Secrets
products to include assorted
fragrance mists, fragrance lotions
and gift sets (Approximately 45
items).
£40 - 60
81*
Five men's as new shaving creams to
include Taylor of Old Bond Street,
Truefitt & Hill and GEO. F. Trumper's.
£10 - 20
82*
A quantity of as new Rimmel nail
polish to include Super Gel in Black
Obsession and basic B and 60
seconds Super Shine in Rapid Ruby
(Approximately 55 x 12ml) along
with Magnif'eyes Spice Edition (005
three trays).
£20 - 30
83*
Five boxed as new Roberto Cavalli
eau de parfum (75ml).
£20 - 30
84*
Four boxed as new Daisy Marc
Jacobs Eau So Fresh Sunshine eau de
toilette (75ml).
£30 - 40
85*
A quantity of L'Occitane (30ml)
shampoos, conditioners, shower gels
and mini milk soaps (Approximately
40 items).
£15 - 20
86*
Four Britney Spears Fantasy eau de
parfum (100ml), four Intimately
Beckham men eau de toilette (75ml),
two David Beckham Inspired By
Respect deodorant spray (150ml)
and shower gel (200ml), three David
Beckham Instinct eau de toilette
(75ml), three David Beckham Instinct
shower gel (200ml) and one
Cristiano Ronaldo CR7 eau de
toilette (100ml), all boxed as new.
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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87*
A Chanel Paris-Riviera eau de toilette
(125ml), Chanel Coco Noir eau de
parfum (50ml) and Chanel Coco
Mademoiselle eau de parfum (50ml).
£30 - 40
88*
Hugo Boss Bottled eau de toilette
(200ml), Hugo Boss Man eau de
toilette (200ml) and Hugo Boss Boss
duo set eau de toilette (2x50ml).
£30 - 40
89*
Four Calvin Klein One eau de
toilettes (4 x 200ml) and one Calvin
Klein Be eau de toilette (200ml).
£30 - 40
90*
A quantity of beauty products to
include No7 Men's, Aeosp, Lush,
Biotherm, Soap & Co and The white
Company (Approximately 45 items).
£30 - 40
91*
Twenty four boxes of (24 x 6 x 3g)
Xthuyle Diamond Dips face/body
glitter gels.
£20 - 30
92*
A quantity of Bach Flower herbal
remedies to include Crab Apple,
Cerato, Clematis., Oak, Walnut
(Approximately 35 items).
£10 - 20
93*
A quantity of Body Shop beauty
products to include TeeTree 3 in 1
wash scrub mask, shower gel and
body butters (Approximately 20
items).
£20 - 30
94*
A Boucheron Tubereuse de Madras
eau de parfum (125ml).
£30 - 40
95*
Bleu De Chanel parfum Pour Homme
(150ml), Terre D'Hermes eau de
toilette (200ml) and Ralph Lauren
Red Rush eau de toilette (125ml).
£30 - 40
96*
Two Calvin Klein Obsession eau de
toilette (2 x 125ml) and Diesel Only
The Brave eau de toilette (125ml).
£20 - 30

97*
Armarni Code eau de toilette Pour
Homme (75ml), Dolce and Gabbana
The One (30ml) and Dior Sauvage
eau de toilette (200ml very slightly
used).
£30 - 40
98
Dior Sauvage eau de toilette
(200ml), Armani Code eau de toilette
(125ml) and John Varvatos Dark
Rebel eau de toilette (125ml).
£30 - 40
99
Three Viktor & Rolf Spicebomb eau
de toilette (90ml).
£40 - 60
100*
A quantity of Clarins and Lancome
beauty products to include intense
restoring lotions, moisturising
lotions and clarifying lotion
(Approximately 12 items).
£30 - 40
101*
A quantity of as new beauty
products to include Rituals, Kiehl's
and Sakare (Approximately 20
items).
£30 - 40
102*
A quantity of as new beauty
products to include Neal's Yard,
Molton Brown, Estee Lauder and
Clarins (Approximately 12 items).
£20 - 30
103*
A quantity of as new L'Occitane to
include intensive hand balm for men,
bath shower gel, shimmering lotion
and hand cream (Approximately 20
items).
£20 - 30
104*
A quantity of part used parfum/eau
de toilettes to include Creed, Chanel,
Hugo Boss and Aqua Di Parma
(Approximately 35 items).
£40 - 60
105*
A quantity of part used parfum/eau
de toilettes to include Chanel, Creed,
Hugo Boss and Aqua Di Parma
(Approximately 70 items).
£80 - 120
106*
Five Sassoon Sassoon Illuminating
clean shampoo (1000ml).
£30 - 40

107*
A Balmain de ebene eau de toilette
(250ml) (Damage to box).
£30 - 40
108*
A Chanel CoCo Mademoiselle velvet
body oil (200ml), Jo Malone
Grapefruit body creme (175ml), La
Mer cleansing foam (125ml
unboxed), Clinique trio ultra
hydration travel set, Lancome Hydra
Zen gift set, Clarins men's super duo
gel set, a Molton Brown
bath/shower gel and a hand lotion.
£30 - 40
109*
Three as new Benefit Cheekleaders
Bronze Squad highlight, contour and
bronze palettes and one as new
Benefit Cheekleaders Pink Squad
blush, bronze and highlight palette.
£30 - 40
110*
An as new No No complete
professional hair removal treatment
device.
£20 - 30
111*
One hundred Semilac bases for UV
hybrid gel nail polish (7ml).
£250 - 300
112*
One hundred Semilac top for UV
hybrid gel nail polish (7ml).
£250 - 300
113*
One hundred Semilac nail products
to include various colours and types.
£250 - 300
114*
One hundred Semilac top for UV
hybrid gel nail polish (7ml).
£250 - 300
115*
A quantity of part used
toiletries/parfum to include
Davidoff, CK One, Jean Paul Gaultier
and Papc Rabanne (Approximately
45 items).
£30 - 40
116*
Three boxed as new Hugo Boss Man
gift sets (Eau de toilette spray 75ml,
deodorant stick 75ml).
£20 - 30
117*
A Calden Lab The Good multi
functional serum and an Elta MD
skincare broad spectrum sun cream.
£20 - 30
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118*
A boxed as new Philips Sonicare
Protective Clean 6100 electric
toothbrush.
£20 - 30
119*
A quantity Herbivore products to
include balance and clarify, Hydrate
and Glow and Mini Facial Oils.
£40 - 60
120*
Two boxed as new Semilac Hybrid
Manicure sets complete with lamps.
£30 - 40
121*
A boxed as new Dior Joy eau de
parfum (90ml).
£20 - 30
122*
A boxed as new Dior Joy eau de
parfum (90ml).
£20 - 30
123*
A boxed as new Dior Joy eau de
parfum (90ml).
£20 - 30
124*
A boxed as new Dior Joy eau de
parfum (90ml).
£20 - 30
125*
Three boxes of as new/part used
toiletries and a box of as new sun
care lotions.
£30 - 40
126*
A quantity of as new miscellaneous
cosmetics to include No7 Soft &
Soothed gentle cleansers and toners
(200ml), No7 Beautiful Skin eye
make-up removers (100ml), No7
Triple Protection tinted moisturisers
(50ml), Estee Lauder Double Wear
stay-in-place eye pencils and it Brow
Power universal brow pencils.
£30 - 40
127*
A quantity of as new toiletries,
cosmetics and related items to
include Garnier hand intensive 7
days restoring hand cream (100ml),
Simple eye make-up remover
(125ml), System Professional L1
keratin protect shampoo and Snail
Bee high content mask pack (10 x
20g).
£20 - 30
128*
A quantity of Oi Thirsty Head
shampoo bars (Approximately 40).
£30 - 40

129*
A quantity of Weleda products to
include cremes, gels and body
lotions.
£30 - 40
130*
Two boxes of assorted toiletries
mainly new and some part used
toiletries including eau de
toilette/parfum, hair care, body
wash, moisturisers and related
items.
£30 - 40
131*
Four boxes of part used toiletries
and related items.
£30 - 40
132*
A quantity of as new Lavera toiletries
to include basis cleansing milk
(125ml), men's moisturising cream
(30ml), Basis liquid soap (300ml),
Basis hand cream (75ml) and Basis
sensitive deodorant roll-on (50ml).
£30 - 40
133*
Five boxes of part used toiletries and
related items.
£40 - 50
134*
Four boxes of as new toiletries and
related items.
£40 - 60
135*
A quantity of as new and pre-owned
toiletries, cosmetics and related
items to include Laura Mercier and
The Body Shop.
£20 - 30
136*
Three boxes of as new toiletries to
include Soap & Glory, Ted Baker,
Bayliss & Harding and related items.
£60 - 80
137*
A quantity of miscellaneous hair
products to include Sebastian
Sublimate invisible finishing cream
(Approximately 10 x 100ml), Wella
Invigo colour brilliance and volume
boost shampoo (1ltr) and System
Professional B1 and hydrate
shampoo.
£20 - 30
138*
Twenty four Bath Bomb Surprises
and twenty four bomb cosmetic
soaps to include puppy love, wave
ride and purrfect.
£30 - 40

139*
Four bags of part used toiletries.
£20 - 30

WATCHES
AND JEWELLERY
140*
One lady's boxed as new Daniel
Wellington Classic Petite Sterling
watch, one lady's boxed as new Paul
Valentine Marina Rose Gold watch
with a grey strap, one man's boxed
as new Kenneth Cole Reaction watch
and one boxed as new Garmin
Vivofit IR watch in red.
£40 - 60
141*
One as new Graziela Turquoise
Unisex talon ring, one as new
Graziela Turquoise bangle and one
pair of as new Swarovski earrings.
£30 - 40
142*
A boxed as new Michael Kors ladies
watch (MK5538).
£30 - 40
143*
A men's as new Scuderia Ferrari XX
Kers watch (0830484) with box and
changeable strap.
£30 - 40
144*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
145*
A boxed as new Swarovski necklace
featuring a modern knot design
(5392925).
£20 - 30
146*
A men's boxed as new Seiko
SARB035 mechanical automatic
stainless steel watch with cream dial.
£100 - 140
147*
A men's boxed as new Casio G-Shock
GW-M5610BC-1JF solar digital multi
band 6 watch in black.
£30 - 40
148*
Twenty as new Fitbit Charge 2 straps
in black (Large).
£30 - 40
149*
Twenty as new Fitbit Charge 2 straps
in black (Various sizes).
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

150*
Twenty as new Fitbit Charge 2 straps
in black (Various sizes).
£30 - 40
151*
Twenty one as new Fitbit Charge 2
straps in black (Various sizes).
£30 - 40
152*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
153*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
154*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
155*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
156*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
157*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
158*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
159*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
160*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
161*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40

162*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
163*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
164
A men's Diesel Quartz DZ4207 watch
with metal strap (Boxed as new).
£30 - 40
165*
Two boxed as new Hodinkee
textured calfskin watch straps in tan
(1 x 18mm, 1 x 20mm) and an aged
watch strap in brown (20mm).
£40 - 60
166*
One pair of lady's boxed as new Ross
Simons earrings and one lady's as
new necklace from The RealReal.
£30 - 40
167*
Two boxed as new Hodinkee aged
hunter green watch straps (1 x
22mm, 1 x 20mm).
£30 - 40
168*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
169*
Two boxed as new Hodinkee blue
goat leather watch straps (1 x
18mm, 1 x 20mm).
£30 - 40
170*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
171
Two lady's Michael Kors runway gold
steel strap watch MK3275 (Boxed as
new).
£40 - 60
172*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60

173*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
174*
A men's boxed as new Casio G-Shock
GW-M5610-1BJF solar digital multi
band 6 watch in black.
£30 - 40
175*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
176*
One pair of lady's as new Roxanne
Assoulin Hip Hop But Not Gold-Tone
Swarovski crystal clip earrings.
£20 - 30
177*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
178*
One pair of lady's boxed as new
Rebecca de Ravenel exclusive Cora
two drop double heart earrings in
silver (From Moda 'Operandi).
£40 - 60
179*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
180*
One man's as new Alor 18 carat gold
component and stainless steel cable
bangle.
£40 - 60
181*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
182*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
183*
An as new Niklaas Fritz Emes Mar
watch.
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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184*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
185*
A men's boxed as new Citizen
Chrono-Time A-T Limited Edition
Chronograph watch (Model: BY011902E).
£180 - 200
186*
Four as new boxed Zippo lighters
with Jack Daniel's design (Over 18s
only).
£20 - 30
187*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
188*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
189*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
190*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
191*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
192*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
193*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
194*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40

195*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
196*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
197*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
198*
A boxed a new Fitbit Charge 2 heart
rate and fitness band (Stainless
steel/teal).
£30 - 40
199
A quantity of assorted costume
jewellery.
£20 - 30
200*
Two children's boxed as new
Moochies smart watches (KW07 1
Black and 1 white).
£30 - 40
201*
Two children's boxed as new
Moochies smart watches (KW07
White).
£30 - 40
202*
One pair of boxed as new Carissima
Gold Damen-Ohrringe 375 9 karat
earrings.
£20 - 30
203*
A pre-owned Rotary watch Chelsea
FC edition (Requires service).
£30 - 40
204*
Two children's boxed as new
Moochies smart watches (KW07).
£30 - 40
205*
One boxed as new Garmin
Vivoactive 3 Garmin Pay-ready GPS
Smartwatch in white.
£40 - 60
206*
One boxed as new Garmin Vivomove
HR premium hybrid smartwatch
(Includes granite blue silicone band).
£60 - 80
207*
A boxed as new Garmin Fenix 5S Plus
GPS Watch (Sapphire edition).
£100 - 120

208*
A boxed as new Garmin vivoactive 3
music GPS smartwatch.
£30 - 40
209*
A men's boxed as new Jord ebony
and copper dover watch.
£40 - 60
210*
Two children's boxed as new
Moochies smart watches (KW07
Black).
£30 - 40
211*
Two children's boxed as new
Moochies smart watches (KW07
White).
£30 - 40
212*
A quantity of as new Lovisa costume
jewellery (Approximately 60 items).
£40 - 60
213*
A quantity of as new Lovisa costume
jewellery (Approximately 60 items).
£40 - 60
214*
A quantity of as new Lovisa costume
jewellery (Approximately 60 items).
£40 - 60
215
Four tubs of assorted costume
jewellery and related items.
£40 - 60
216*
A large quantity of costume
jewellery.
£30 - 40

MULTI TOOLS
AND KNIVES
217*
Five Victorinox multi tools and five
Wenger multi tools (Over 18s only).
£30 - 40
218*
Ten Victorinox multi tools (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
219*
Ten Victorinox multi tools (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
220*
Nine Victorinox multi tools and one
Wenger multi tool (Over 18s only).
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

221*
A tray of assorted multi tools and
related items to include Gerber and
Leatherman (Over 18s only).
£30 - 40
222*
A box of assorted sharps to include
scissors, knives, bottle openers and a
tray of lighters (Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
223*
Three Leatherman Wave multi tool
knives, one Blast Leatherman multi
tool and one Rebar Leatherman
multi tool knife (Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
224*
Fourteen Victorinox and Gerber
multi tool knives and seven assorted
multi tool knives (Over 18s only).
£30 - 40

ALCOHOL
225*
Two Remy Martin fine Champagne
Cognac (700ml, 350ml), Highclere
Castle Champagne (750ml), Fortnum
& Masons rose Champagne (750ml)
and two Castelnau reserve
Champagne (2 x 187ml) (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
226*
Two Benedictine D.O.M single cask
oak aged Liqueur (2 x 1ltr), Knob
Creek Kentucky straight bourbon
whiskey (1ltr), Jim Beam Bourbon
whiskey, (1ltr), Cointreau Liqueur
(1ltr), two bottles of red wine and
two Underberg tins of (2 x 12
bottles) (Over 18s only).
£30 - 40
227*
A bottle of Fortnum & Mason rose
Champagne (750ml) and a bottle of
Bollinger Champagne (750ml) (Over
18s only).
£20 - 30
228*
Jameson Signature Irish whiskey
(1ltr), Glenmorangie The Original
single malt whisky (1ltr) and a Grey
Goose Vodka (200ml) (Over 18s
only).
£20 - 30

229*
A Jack Daniels Tennessee whiskey
(700ml), a Highland Earl special
reserve blended scotch whiskey
(500ml) and a Hennessy very special
cognac (1ltr) (Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
230*
Fifteen assorted alcohols and wines
to include Pinotage and Harvey's,
Zubrowka wodka (Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
231*
Two Sandeman Imperial reserve
Tawny port (2 x 750ml) (Over 18s
only).
£10 - 20
232*
Seersucker lemon flavoured gin
(750ml), Seersucker lime flavoured
gin (750ml) and Seersucker Southern
Style gin (750ml) (Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
233*
Two Bacardi Marca De Fabrica gran
reserve Diez extra rare gold rum (2 x
750ml) (Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
234*
Aber Falls orange marmalade Welsh
gin (700ml), Whitley Neill rhubarb &
ginger gin (700ml) and The Lakes
Elderflower gin Liqueur (Over 18s
only).
£20 - 30
235*
Three Gordan's gin with a spot of
Elderflower (3 x 700ml) (Over 18s
only).
£20 - 30
236*
Twelve bottles of Malvasia Volcanica
Seco Lanzarote (12 x 750ml) (Over
18s only).
£20 - 30
237*
Six bottles of Le Creete Lugana
Ottella 2017 white wine (6 x 750ml)
(Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
238*
Four bottles of Jameson Irish
Whiskey (Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
239*
Four bottles of Jameson Irish
Whiskey (Over 18s only).
£20 - 30

240*
A bottle of vintage George XIV 2016
Pinot Noir red wine (750ml) (Over
18s only).
£20 - 30
241*
A quantity of assorted rose wines
(Approximately 12 items) (Over 18s
only).
£15 - 20
242*
Appleton Estate Signature Blend
Jamaica rum (700ml), and four
Appleton Estate Signature Blend
Jamaica rum (4 x 200ml) (Over 18s
only).
£20 - 30
243*
Smirnoff lime flavoured Vodka
(700ml), Pycckhh Ctahoapt Russian
vodka (700ml), Palace Polish vodka
(500ml) and Zubrowka Bison Grass
flavoured vodka (700ml) (Over 19s
only).
£20 - 30
244*
Ten bottles of Vina Ardanza reserve
Rioja red wine (10 x 750ml) (Over
18s only).
£20 - 30
245*
Six bottles of Smith Woodhouse
1994 vintage port (6 x 750ml) (Over
18s only).
£30 - 40
246*
Two Teeling small batch Irish
whiskey 2017 (2 x 700ml) and
Johnnie Walker Green Label whisky
(700ml) (Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
247*
Six bottles of Smith Woodhouse
1994 vintage port (6 x 750ml) (Over
18s only).
£30 - 40
248*
Three Bells blended whisky (1 x
350ml 2 x 200ml), The Famous
Grouse blended whisky (1ltr) and
Grants blended whisky (1ltr) (Over
18s only).
£20 - 30
249*
Two Talisker Skye single malt whisky
(1 x 700ml 1 x 200ml), Dalwhinnie
single malt whisky (700ml) and The
Dalmore single malt whisky (700ml)
(Over 18s only).
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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250*
The Singleton single malt whisky
Glen Ord (700ml), Glenkinchie single
malt whisky (700ml), Glen Marnoch
limited release single malt whisky
(700ml) and three boxed set of
single malt welsh whisky (3 x 200ml)
(Over 18s only).
£30 - 40
251*
Two Glenmorangie single malt
whisky (1 x 700ml, 1 x 350ml), The
Glenlivet founder's reserve single
malt whisky (700ml) and Glenfiddich
single malt whisky (350ml) (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
252*
Whitley Neil handcrafted rhubarb &
ginger gin (700ml), The original
Gordons gin (1ltr), Bath Botanical
No1 gin (250ml) and Hotel Chocolate
Cocoa gin (200ml) (Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
253*
Three Smirnoff Vodkas (2 x 1ltr, 1 x
700ml), Ciroc Snap Frost Vodka (1ltr)
(Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
254*
Bushmills Black Bush Irish whiskey
(700ml), Dewars The Monarch
reserve whisky (750ml), Dimple
Golden Selection whisky (700ml) and
six miniature whisky's (Over 18s
only).
£20 - 30
255*
A quantity of wines, spirits and beers
to include Herman Jansen cherry
brandy liqueur (700ml), Mount Gay
rum (330ml), SangSom rum (300ml),
Churchills Port (750ml), Ice Wine and
Sheridans coffee
liqueur(Approximately 25 items)
(Over 18s only).
£30 - 40
256*
Glengoyne created and bottled
sample room whisky (200ml), three
Stag's Breath fine whisky &
fermented Comb honey Liqueur (1 x
350ml, 2 x 100ml), Chivas Regal gold
signature whisky (200ml), Crown
Royal whisky 150ml) and a boxed set
of three assorted Jack Daniel's
whiskey (3 x 50ml) (Over 18s only).
£20 - 30

257*
A quantity of assorted single malt
whisky's and miniature single malt
whisky's to include Balmoral
(200ml), Blair Athol (200ml), Oban
(200ml), Clynelish (200ml), English
whisky (200ml), Speyside (200ml)
and Glengoyne (Approximately 18
items) (Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
258*
A large quantity of assorted beers,
ciders, larger and ales to include
Thatcher's, Budweiser and Weston's
(Over 18s only).
£30 - 40
259*
A large quantity of assorted white
wines (Over 18s only).
£30 - 40
260*
A large quantity of assorted red
wines (Approximately 45 items)
(Over 18s only).
£30 - 40

CLOTHING
AND ACCESSORIES
261*
A boxed as new pair of Oakley Redar
Ev Path sunglasses with retina burn
frame and prizm road lenses.
£30 - 40
262*
A boxed as new pair of Oakley Redar
Ev Path sunglasses with retina burn
frame and prizm road lenses.
£30 - 40
263*
A box of assorted
branded/unbranded sunglasses.
£80 - 120
264*
An as new Ralph Lauren Bethy dress
in navy (US 2).
£30 - 40
265
A quantity of as new special occasion
accessories: shoes, bags and
fascinators to include Lexus, Shades
and Binzi Jay (Assorted styles and
sizes).
£240 - 300
266
A quantity of as new special occasion
accessories: shoes, bags and
fascinators to include Lexus, Shades
and Binzi Jay (Assorted styles and
sizes).
£240 - 300

267
A quantity of as new special occasion
accessories: shoes, bags and
fascinators to include Lexus, Shades
and Binzi Jay (Assorted styles and
sizes).
£240 - 300
268
Three as new M.andonia handbags
and a small cosmetic bag with
matching flower design and
Swarovski crystals.
£40 - 60
269
An as new M.andonia handbag and
two M.andonia clutch bags with
matching oriental butterfly's and
flowers.
£40 - 60
270
Three as new M.andonia clutch bags
and small cosmetic bag with oriental
flower design and Swarovski crystals.
£40 - 60
271
Three as new M.andonia handbags
with Bohemian lady and flower
design and Swarovski crystals.
£30 - 40
272
Two as new M.andonia handbags
and two clutch bags with assorted
oriental designs.
£40 - 60
273
An as new M.andonia handbag and
two clutch bags with flower and
Swarovski crystals.
£40 - 60
274
An as new M.andonia luggage bag,
one clutch bag and one large
cosmetic bag with American Diner
design.
£30 - 40
275
An as new M.andonia handbag and
two clutch bags with oriental flower
design and Swarovski.
£30 - 40
276
Two as new M.andonia handbags
and two as new M.andonia clutch
bags, all with matching Inked Bo Ho
Hippe design.
£60 - 80
277
A as new M.andonia Tote bag and
two clutch bags with abstract flower
design and Swarovski crystals.
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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278
Two as new M.andonia handbags
and one cosmetic pouch with
oriental design and Swarovski
crystals.
£40 - 60
279*
A men's as new Moncler quilted
padded coat in khaki (FR 50).
£200 - 240
280*
An as new Schumacher limited
edition denim Design Matters Tote
bag (169/300) with separate
badges/patches to personalise.
£20 - 30
281*
An as new Kozha Numbers
0123456789 the Unity bag in black
(RRP $455).
£80 - 100
282*
A pair of as new Vans Spongebob
Squarepants OG Classic slip-ons (UK
9).
£40 - 60
283*
An as new Trapstar black denim
jacket (M), Trapstar lightweight
anorak (M) and Trapstar bumbag.
£40 - 60
284*
An as new Pacapod Hastings
changing bag in ink stripe.
£20 - 30
285*
A men's as new Moncler quilted
padded coat in shiny black (FR 54).
£200 - 240
286*
An as new Musto Highland GTX Ultra
Lite jacket (Size 8 - RRP £275).
£60 - 80
287*
Seven as new Northcore Beach
Basha changing robes (5 x adult, 2 x
children's).
£40 - 50
288*
A pair of as new Paul Smith tapered
jeans (38).
£40 - 60
289*
An as new S.N.S. Herring crewneck
sweater in grey (L - RRP £185).
£30 - 40
290*
A pair of as new Paul Smith tapered
jeans (31).
£40 - 60

291*
A pair of as new Rag & Bone black Fit
2 jeans (32" - RRP £195).
£40 - 60
292*
A pair of as new Rag & Bone Fit 2
Flyweight Chino's in dark navy (32" RRP £225).
£40 - 60
293*
A pair of as new Rag & Bone Minna
Fit 2 jeans (32" -RRP £250).
£40 - 60
294*
A quantity of as new clothing and
related items.
£80 - 100
295*
One as new Bennett Winch weekend
holdall in olive.
£60 - 80
296*
An as new The Lost Explorer shirt in
grey (S - RRP £200).
£40 - 60
297*
An as new Haider Ackerman high
waisted wide leg trousers in kunzite
black (FR 36) from Farfetch.
£40 - 60
298*
An as new Haider Ackerman high
waisted wide leg trousers in kunzite
black (FR 38) from Farfetch.
£40 - 60
299*
A pair of as new DL 1961 Russell slim
straight smart denim jeans (W 32", L
34") together with a pair of as new
DL 1961 Jake chino shorts (32").
£30 - 40
300*
A pair of as new Eckhaus Latta Blunt
pants in lime green (28 - RRP $425).
£40 - 60
301*
An as new Adidas Y-3 black
sweatshirt from Farfetch (S).
£40 - 60
302*
Three pairs of lady's as new DL 1961
Florence cropped jeans in sky, blush
pink and sunset (2 x 26", 1 x 27").
£40 - 60
303*
An as new Acne Studios crewneck
wool sweater (S - RRP $450).
£40 - 60

304*
An as new Maje Flounces skirt in
white (Size T38).
£20 - 30
305*
An as new Haider Ackerman high
waisted wide leg trousers in kunzite
black (FR 40) from Farfetch.
£40 - 60
306*
A pair of as new Haider Ackermann
classic trousers in kuiper nude (FR
40- RRP £560) from Farfetch.
£40 - 60
307*
A pair of as new Haider Ackermann
skinny trousers bulette black/off
white (FR 34 - RRP £1039) from
Farfetch.
£120 - 150
308*
A pair of as new Haider Ackerman
jersey trousers hals/tetanie/saglia
polka black (XS) from Farfetch.
£40 - 60
309*
A Blumarine silk printed dress (IT 42)
from The RealReal.
£30 - 40
310*
An as new Philipp Plein -Playboy
print T-shirt in black (M).
£60 - 80
311*
An as new Philipp Plein -Playboy
print T-shirt in black (S).
£60 - 80
312*
An as new Philipp Plein -Playboy
print T-shirt in black (L).
£60 - 80
313*
An as new Haider Ackerman high
waisted wide leg trousers in kunzite
black (FR 42) from Farfetch.
£40 - 60
314*
An as new Haider Ackerman high
waisted wide leg trousers in kunzite
black (FR 34) from Farfetch.
£40 - 60
315*
An as new Carolina Herrera
sweatshirt (S - RRP £380).
£60 - 80
316*
A pair of as new Haider Ackerman
classic trousers in ajoite black (FR 38
- RRP £710) from Farfetch.
£60 - 80
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317*
A pair of men's Tommy Jeans TJM
velour sweatpants (L), men's Tommy
Jeans TJM velour track jacket (L),
men's Tommy Hilfiger top (M) and
Tommy Hilfiger belt (32") (All as
new).
£40 - 60
318*
An as new Baby Dior baby grow (6
months).
£30 - 40
319*
An as new Haider Ackerman jersey
bomber jacket in perth hals/siglia
black dye (XS) from Farfetch.
£40 - 60
320*
An as new King & Tuckfield London A
line skirt in steel blue (S).
£40 - 60
321*
A pair of as new Outlier Injected
linen pants in black (32" - RRP $165)
together with an Outlier Runweight
Merino T-shirt (S) and Ramielust Tshirt (S).
£30 - 40
322*
Two pairs of as new DL1961 jeans; a
pair of Jerry high rise vintage straight
in red (25) and a pair of Lara mid-rise
intasculpt cropped boot (25).
£30 - 40
323*
A pair of as new Haider Ackerman
classic trousers in ajoite black (FR 40
- RRP £710) from Farfetch.
£60 - 80
324*
An as new Philipp Plein skull hooded
sweatshirt (3XL).
£120 - 150
325*
One lady's as new Max Mara
sleeveless dress in black (UK10),
from The Real Real.
£30 - 40
326*
A pair of as new Haider Ackerman
classic trousers in ajoite black (FR 36
- RRP £710) from Farfetch.
£60 - 80
327*
An as new Supreme Madonna print
T-shirt (M) from Stock X.
£30 - 40
328*
An as new A Bathing Ape
Undefeated T-shirt (S) from Stock X.
£30 - 40

329*
An as new Ralph Lauren Purple Label
shirt (14.5), Ralph Lauren tank top
(XS) and pack of three Ralph Lauren
classic fit boxer briefs (L).
£30 - 40
330*
A pair of as new Haider Ackerman
jersey trousers hals/tetanie/saglia
polka black (L) from Farfetch.
£40 - 60
331*
An as new Givenchy medium
Antigona bag in aubergine.
Trapezoid shape with triangular
Givenchy patch, oversized zip and
metal details and removable
shoulder strap (Product code
BB05118012 542).
£300 - 400
332*
An as new Michael Kors small
Savannah satchel in acorn.
£40 - 60
333*
An as new Michael Kors Reah
Embelished medium backpack in
rose.
£60 - 80
334*
An as new Hodinkee cashmere scarf
(RRP $169) together with a George
Hogg scarf in tin.
£30 - 40
335*
A pair of as new Haider Ackerman
jersey trousers hals/tetanie/saglia
polka black (XXS) from Farfetch.
£40 - 60
336*
A pair of as new Haider Ackermann
elastic waistband trousers in kuiper
shiny black (FR 40 - RRP £560) from
Farfetch.
£40 - 60
337*
A pair of as new Haider Ackermann
classic trousers in kuiper nude (FR 34
- RRP £560) from Farfetch.
£40 - 60
338*
A pair of as new Haider Ackermann
jersey trousers in hals/tetanie/saglia
black dye (S - RRP £700) from
Farfetch.
£60 - 80
339*
A pair of as new Haider Ackerman
classic trousers in ajoite black (FR 38
- RRP £710) from Farfetch.
£60 - 80

340*
Four as new Lilysilk nightwear to
include one lady's 22 Momme Silk
Sexy Nightgown (M), one lady's 22
Momme Silk Morning Coat
Nightwear (S) and one lady's 22
Momme Silk Button Shirt Sexy
Nightgown (EM).
£60 - 80
341*
As new swimwear; Solid & Striper
The Morgan top and bottom (Both
S), Melissa Odabash Perth top and
bottom (Both size 44), Melissa
Odabash Cancun bottom (Size 44),
Kendall + Kylie Scoop one piece (M),
Kendall + Kylie high cut bikini
bottoms (M) and two items of
Montce Swim swimwear.
£30 - 40
342*
An as new Salvatore Ferragamo wool
jacket in grey (Size 52).
£100 - 120
343*
An as new Sarah Patrick Newport
Rhode Island blue and white dress in
box (Size 14).
£30 - 40
344*
Five assorted pairs of as new
Mitchell & Ness NBA replica shorts
to include Philadelphia 76ers,
Golden State Warriors, Minnesota
Timberwolves and Chicago Bulls (All
S RRP $75-125 each).
£40 - 60
345*
Two Mitchell & Ness replica Golden
State Warriors Stephen Curry tops
(Both M - RRP $130 each).
£30 - 40
346*
Two pairs pair of Scotch & Soda
Ralston jeans (Both 34/32) and a
Scotch & Soda shirt (M) (All as new).
£40 - 60
347*
An as new Gant Original full zip
sweat hoodie (M) together with a
Supreme Marvin Gaye T-shirt (L).
£30 - 40
348*
A pack of four Supreme Hanes boxer
briefs (M), a Supreme bumbag and a
Palace Octo T-shirt (L) (All as new).
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

349*
One lady's as new Simone Rocha
Wiggle Ribbing vest with Marabou
feathers (XS).
£30 - 40
350*
One lady's as new Simone Rocha
Wiggle Ribbing vest with Marabou
feathers (S).
£30 - 40
351*
Two as new XDesign Bobby Original
anti-theft backpack in red.
£30 - 40
352*
A pair of as new Spanish boots
complete with dust bags.
£20 - 30
353*
Three as new XDesign Bobby Original
anti-theft backpack in red.
£30 - 40
354*
A quantity of as new sportswear to
include Nike, Under Armour and a
Glide Soul wetsuit (Basket not
included).
£40 - 60
355*
Fourteen items of men's as new
Andrew Christian underwear to
include Trophy Boy together with
two Andrew Christian Rainbow
Unicorn drawstring bags.
£30 - 40
356*
Six as new Reiss suit jackets and four
pairs of trousers (All new without
tags, assorted colours).
£40 - 60
357*
Fifteen items of as new J.Crew
clothing to include jeans, trousers
and tops.
£40 - 60
358*
Two as new Annah Hariri dresses; a
Cotton Crystal dress (US 4) and a
Multi Dot (US 4).
£30 - 40
359*
Seven girls as new IKKS KF City
dresses (Assorted sizes - RRP £62
each).
£30 - 40

360*
Two as new Converse lime green
hoodies (1 x S, 1 x M - RRP $95 each)
together with two pairs of Converse
quilted trousers in blue (1 x S, 1 x M RRP $90 each).
£40 - 60
361*
A men's as new Lacoste
clothing/underwear; two pairs of
sleepwear trousers (Both M), pack of
three classic fit crew neck T-shirts
(M), a pack of three colours cotton
stretch trunks/boxer (M), a pack of
three essentials trunks/boxers (M),
pack of two colours cotton stretch
trunks/boxers (M) and a four pack of
essentials briefs (S).
£30 - 40
362*
A quantity of as new clothing and
accessories to include Hollister,
Billabong, Timberland, Superdry and
Fred Perry (Approximately 20 items).
£60 - 80
363*
Five items of as new LuluLemon
clothing.
£40 - 60
364*
An as new Gucci peak lapel jacket
with snake designs (Size 40 - RRP
€1,890).
£300 - 400
365*
An as new Blauer Giubbini Corti
Sfoderato jacket (S).
£40 - 60
366*
An as new Berluti Paris calfskin
leather blazer in khaki (R54?).
£120 - 150
367*
Six items of children's as new Hugo
Boss clothing to include T-shirts,
polo shirt and cardigan.
£30 - 40
368*
Ten items of as new Timberland
clothing to include T-shirts, shorts
and hooded cardigan.
£40 - 60
369*
A quantity of as new Yosoo anti
snoring chin straps (Professional
sleep snore guard for men or women
- Approximately 35 items).
£40 - 60

370*
Five as new Bellrose sequin skirts
(Sizes 2 x 1, 2 x 2, 1 x 3 - RRP €129
each).
£30 - 40
371*
An as new Marine Serre jacket from
the Manic Soul Machine collection
(M).
£100 - 120
372*
Three as new L.L.Bean shirts (All
15.5" - RRP $45 each).
£20 - 30
373*
Four as new YC Whyci Milano
cotton/silk t-shirts (Sizes 44, 46, 48,
50 - RRP £69 each).
£20 - 30
374*
An as new Rixo London floral top
(XS).
£20 - 30
375*
Two lady's as new Ralph Lauren grey
tops with studded design (Both L Please note these have original
security tags on) together with a
Lacoste regular fit white shirt (US
S/M).
£30 - 40
376*
Three as new PINKO Camicia Donna
in bianco/azzuro Indagare Primavera
Estate 2018 blouses (1 x Italian 40, 2
x 42).
£20 - 30
377*
A pair of as new Frame high rise
skinny flared fit jeans (Size 26 - RRP
£187) from Moda Operandi.
£30 - 40
378*
Eleven assorted as new wigs to
include Wigsbuy, Revlon, Lucy Hair
and Boss Wig.
£40 - 60
379*
An as new Michael Kors
crimson/black dress from the pre-fall
2018 collection (Size US 2 - Originally
priced $1995).
£100 - 120
380*
An as new Jenny by Jenny Yoo bridal
gown (Size 12).
£120 - 150

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

381*
An as new Haider Ackerman
collarless blazer in kuiper nude (FR
40) from Farfetch.
£60 - 80
382*
An as new Frame Denim Le Slender
denim jump suit (M) from Moda
Operandi.
£40 - 60
383*
An as new Feissi jacket with
turquoise racoon fur trim (M).
£80 - 100
384*
An as new Tadashi Shoji bridal
gown/dress in ivy and natural (Size
14 - AKH16105LBH).
£80 - 100
385*
An as new The Elder Statesman
cashmere jumper (XS).
£60 - 80
386*
An as new Haider Ackerman Raglan
coat in kupier shiny red (FR 38 - RRP
£800) from Farfetch.
£120 - 150
387*
An as new Dolce & Gabbana Martini
black suit jacket/blazer (Size
unknown).
£200 - 240
388*
An as new Rixo dress in black, white
and blue (M).
£40 - 60
389*
Three items of as new Public School
New York clothing; a floral print
mesh top (S), Tess pants in olive (US
4) and a long sleeved top (S).
£20 - 30
390*
Four pairs of as new J Crew jeans to
include two pairs of as new Point Sur
wide-leg crop jeans in black and blue
(28) and two pairs of 9" High Rise
Toothpick Jeans in blue (30).
£30 - 40
391*
A lady's Season 6 vest top (M), a pair
of Season 6 leggings (XS) and a
frozen yellow long sleeve T-shirt (L).
£30 - 40

392*
A pair of Spanx faux leather moto
leggings (S - RRP $110) together with
two sets of Spanx Power Mama
maternity shaper shorts (RRP £30
each).
£30 - 40
393*
A pair of as new Adolfo Dominguez
navy trousers (44).
£20 - 30
394*
Five as new Alternative Apparel
Button bags.
£20 - 30
395*
A pair of as new Haider Ackermann
jersey trousers in hals/tetanie/saglia
black dye (XS - RRP £700) from
Farfetch.
£60 - 80
396*
Two pairs of as new SSO (Second
Skin Overalls) by Danielle overalls
(S), one x two tone denim and one x
white linen.
£30 - 40
397*
A pair of as new Haider Ackermann
jersey trousers in hals/tetanie/saglia
black dye (M - RRP £700) from
Farfetch.
£60 - 80
398*
Two pairs of as new Sofia M boots
(Both EU 39).
£30 - 40
399*
An as new Rixo London floral top (S).
£20 - 30
400*
An as new Baracuta G9 Hood jacket
in dark grey (42).
£40 - 60
401*
An as new Pal Zileri suit jacket/blazer
in black (IT 50).
£60 - 80
402*
An as new Zoey.W (Zoey Wang)
Psychotic Cutter jacket in grey (Size
unknown).
£40 - 60
403*
A men's as new L.L.Bean Main
Mountain parka coat in black (L).
£60 - 80
404*
An as new Edit Architectural pleated
skirt in green (M).
£30 - 40

405*
An as new Edit Insert midi dress in
white print (S).
£30 - 40
406*
An as new Edit Architectural pleated
dress in black satin (M).
£40 - 60
407*
Two as new Volvo truck drivers
jackets (Both L).
£30 - 40
408*
A quantity of as new clothing and
related items.
£60 - 80
409*
A quantity of as new clothing and
related items.
£60 - 80
410*
A pair of as new Tender Chukka
boots (UK 6).
£30 - 40
411*
A pair of as new ATP All Tomorrows
Parties Dalia buckle strap slide shoes
(EU 37).
£20 - 30
412*
A pair of as new Brunate Camoscio
Nero shoes (EU 44) and a pair of as
new Crispins Stampato Cocco Nero
shoes (EU 44).
£20 - 30
413*
A pair of women's as new Giro
Solara II cycling shoes (EU 37).
£20 - 30
414*
A pair of lady's as new On Cloud X
running shoes in red flash (UK 5.5).
£30 - 40
415*
A pair of lady's as new On Cloud X
running shoes in red flash (UK 7).
£30 - 40
416*
A pair of lady's as new On Cloud X
running shoes in red flash (UK 6.5).
£30 - 40
417*
A pair of lady's as new On Cloud X
running shoes in white/black (UK
5.5).
£30 - 40
418*
A pair of lady's as new On Cloud X
running shoes in white/black (UK
4.5).
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

419*
A pair of lady's as new On Cloudflow
running shoes in white/black (UK 4).
£30 - 40
420*
A pair of lady's as new On Cloudflow
running shoes in almond/grey (UK
4).
£30 - 40
421*
A pair of lady's as new On Cloudflow
running shoes in almond/grey (UK
4).
£30 - 40
422*
A pair of lady's as new On
Cloudsurfer running shoes in
glow/glacier (UK 7.5).
£30 - 40
423*
A pair of lady's as new On
Cloudsurfer running shoes in
glow/glacier (UK 8).
£30 - 40
424*
A pair of lady's as new On
Cloudsurfer running shoes in
black/lime (UK 6.5).
£30 - 40
425*
A pair of men's as new On
Cloudsurfer running shoes in
black/lime (UK 9).
£30 - 40
426*
A pair of men's as new On
Cloudsurfer running shoes in
Malibu/denim (UK 8).
£30 - 40
427*
A pair of men's as new On
Cloudsurfer running shoes in
Malibu/denim (UK 9.5).
£30 - 40
428*
A pair of women's as new Nike Air
Jordan 1 High OG trainers (UK 4).
£40 - 60
429*
A pair of as new Nike Air Max 93 in
white/crimson bliss (UK 9) from
Stock X.
£30 - 40
430*
A pair of All Saints Rigg canvas high
tops (EU 42 - wear test sample but
as new).
£20 - 30

431*
An as new Away backpack in dusty
pink complete with dust bag.
£30 - 40
432*
A pair of as new Nike Air Vapormax
Flyknit 2 trainers in red orbit (UK 10)
from Stock X.
£30 - 40
433*
A pair of as new Nike Air Jordan 11
Retro Concord high tops (UK 8) from
Stock X.
£40 - 60
434*
A pair of women's Nike Air Max 1
Premium in desert ore/orange peel
black (UK 8) together with a pair of
Nike Air Max 1 in wheat gold/rust
pink (UK 9.5).
£30 - 40
435*
A pair of as new Air Vapormax '97 in
varsity gold (UK 10) from Stock X.
£30 - 40
436*
A pair of as new Nike Air Jordan 5
Retro in white/black metallic gold
(UK 9.5) from Stock X.
£60 - 80
437*
A pair of women's as new Nike Air
Max 720 trainers (UK 4.5) from Stock
X together with a pair of Nike Zoom
Blazer Low canvas trainers (UK 8.5).
£30 - 40
438*
A pair of as new Nike Air Vapormax
Plus trainers in black/volt white (UK
11 - Damaged box).
£30 - 40
439*
A pair of as new Converse Chuck
Taylor 70 Hi Clot Ice Cold trainers
(UK 8.5) from Stock X.
£40 - 60
440*
A pair of as new Adidas Yeezy Boost
350 V2 trainers in white (UK 5.5).
£40 - 60
441*
A pair of as new Adidas Yeezy Boost
350 V2 trainers in white (UK 5.5).
£40 - 60
442*
A pair of as new Adidas UltraBoost
trainers in black (UK 10).
£40 - 60

443*
Two pairs of as new Pikolinos W9K4623 shoes, one pair in cactus, one
pair in carmin (Both EU 38).
£20 - 30
444*
A pair of Manolo Blahnik black high
heeled shoes (EU 38.5) from The
Real Real.
£40 - 60
445*
A pair of Ugg Boots (UK 6.5 - Possibly
pre-owned but show little sign of
wear).
£30 - 40
446*
A pair of as new
"Intentionally________" Perf-Hi
shoes in black (Size 39 - RRP $140).
£30 - 40
447*
A pair of as new Staerk &
Christensen The Slit bootlets (EU 38).
£60 - 80
448*
A pair of as new Carolina Herrera
sneakers with fish design (EU 39).
£40 - 60
449*
A pair of as new Michael Kors
Margaret booties (IT 38.5).
£30 - 40
450*
A pair of as new On Cloud X running
shoes in black/asphalt (UK 10.5).
£30 - 40
451*
An as new Danielle Nicole Rugrats
Angelica crossbody bag, a Game of
Thrones Mother of Dragons
backpack and jewelled Hello Kitty
purse.
£30 - 40
452*
One pair of men's as new unboxed
Dr Martens canvas and leather boots
in black.
£20 - 30
453*
A pair of as new Armr Moto Kono
leather motorcycle boots (UK 10)
£20 - 30
454*
One as new Verandah printed halter
midi dress from Moda 'Operandi (S).
£60 - 80

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

455*
One as new BBL Booty Pillow in
black, one as new Fajas M&D
anatomical waist board and two as
new Contour lipo foam (Single
sheet).
£20 - 30
456*
A quantity of as new Adidas
sportswear and accessories (Basket
not included).
£30 - 40
457*
A quantity of men's as new
miscellaneous Patagonia clothing to
include Uprisal cre sweatshirts,
Responsibill-Tees, Quandary Pants
and Boardshorts (Various sizes,
approximately 20 items).
£40 - 60
458*
An as new Commonwealth Proper
Dash jacket in sierra (38 RRP $) and
two Commonwealth Proper t-shirts
(M - RRP $65 each).
£30 - 40
459*
An as new Supreme black jacket (XL)
from Stock X.
£40 - 60
460*
Two pairs of as new Lena Erziak
ankle boots, one in burgundy, one in
black/grey (Both EU 41 - No boxes)
and two pairs of as new Lena Erziak
high heeled shoes one in green, one
in burgundy (Both EU 42 - No boxes).
£30 - 40
461*
A pair of as new Justin Boots Bent
Rail BRL311 boots dark pink classics
(Size 8.5).
£30 - 40
462*
A pair of as new Michael Kors
Heather riding boots (IT 38.5).
£40 - 60
463*
An as new Samsoe Samsoe grey mel
jumper (S).
£30 - 40
464*
Two as new Matinique Axel N jackets
(1 x S, 1 x M -RRP £120 each)
together with a Matinique Margate
top in navy (M - RRP £90).
£30 - 40
465*
An as new Off White Off Planet Tshirt (XL) from Stock X.
£60 - 80

466*
An as new Haider Ackerman closed
back jacket in kuiper shiny black
black (FR 40) from Farfetch.
£60 - 80
467*
A pair of as new Redback UBOK
Bobcat soft toe boots (UK 7).
£20 - 30
468*
A pair of as new Haider Ackermann
jersey trousers in hals/tetanie/saglia
black dye (XXS - RRP £700) from
Farfetch.
£60 - 80
469*
A pair of as new Paul Smith mid fit
clean Chino trousers in red (36).
£40 - 60
470*
A pair of as new Haider Ackermann
jersey trousers in hals/tetanie/saglia
black dye (L - RRP £700) from
Farfetch.
£60 - 80
471*
A Season 6 neon orange T-shirt (L), a
Season 6 frozen yellow T-shirt (L)
and a of Season 6 socks.
£40 - 60
472*
A pair of as new Haider Ackermann
skinny trousers in halite black/off
white (FR 40 - RRP £695) from
Farfetch.
£60 - 80
473*
A Season 6 neon orange T-shirt (L), a
Season 6 frozen yellow T-shirt (M)
and a of Season 6 socks.
£40 - 60
474*
A pair of as new Haider Ackermann
skinny trousers in halite black/off
white (FR 38 - RRP £695) from
Farfetch.
£60 - 80
475*
A pair of as new Paul Smith mid fit
clean Chino trousers in red (34).
£40 - 60
476*
A pair of as new Paul Smith mid fit
clean Chino trousers in red (36).
£40 - 60
477*
An as new Tumi Alpha 2 slim deluxe
portfolio (RRP $295).
£40 - 60

478*
Eightteen items of assorted as new
J.Crew/Crew Cuts clothing.
£40 - 60
479*
A quantity of as new Tom Franks
socks (48 packs of 3 pairs).
£30 - 40
480*
Five as new Northcore Beach Basha
changing robes.
£30 - 40
481*
A quantity of as new Tom Franks
socks (48 packs of 3 pairs).
£30 - 40
482*
Five as new Northcore Beach Basha
changing robes.
£30 - 40
483*
Ten assorted as new Trapstar Tshirts to include Street Fighter and
2pac (9 x S, 1 x M).
£60 - 80
484*
Nine pairs of as new Flexitog X120
C:FX freezer trousers (RRP £49 each).
£40 - 60
485*
A quantity of children's as new
clothing and accessories by Lapin
House (Approximately 20 items).
£30 - 40
486*
A large basket of assorted belts
(Basket not included).
£40 - 60
487*
Two baskets of new clothing/trainers
and related items (Baskets not
included).
£60 - 80
488*
An as new Gill OS2 jacket in red
(OS23J - M).
£60 - 80
489*
Twelve items of as new lady's
clothing to include Afram, Lavish
Alice, S.Oliver B.Lab, Massimo Dutti
and Comptoir Des Cotonniers.
£60 - 80
490*
An as new Gill Pro Drysuit in red
(Style 4802 - M).
£80 - 100
491*
Twenty items of as new J.Crew/Crew
Cuts clothing.
£40 - 60

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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492*
Eight items of as new Tommy
Hilfiger/Tommy Jeans clothing to
include jeans and T-shirts (To include
men's and children's).
£40 - 60
493*
Eight items of as new swimwear to
include Charlie, Lise Charmel, Same
Los Angeles, Prima Donna and
Younique.
£30 - 40
494*
Ten as new Forever Twentyone short
black dress with Monster logo
(Assorted sizes) together with
twenty pairs of as new Blanc Noir
mesh panel inset leggings with
Monster logo (Assorted sizes - RRP
$89 each).
£60 - 80
495*
An as new Supreme SS18 duffle bag
in red from Stock X.
£40 - 60
496*
Three pairs of Dr Denim jean shorts
together with six pairs of jeans to
include Armani Jeans, Wrangler and
Lee (All as new).
£40 - 60
497*
Six as new Adidas Regista 18 jackets
in blue and black (Children's sizes).
£20 - 30
498*
Three as new TFNC London cami
wrap maxi dress with fishtail in sage
(2 x Size 12, 1 x 14).
£30 - 40
499*
Nine items of as new Scott & Lyle
clothing to include puffa jacket, Tshirts and shirts.
£30 - 40
500*
Four as new items of IKKS clothing;
men's chevron sweatshirt (M), men's
sweat slub (S), gilet tricot (10A) and
tunisien mix top (S).
£30 - 40
501*
An as new John Varvatos suede hook
and bar jacket (Size 54 - RRP £1,795).
£400 - 500
502*
An as new John Varvatos suede hook
and bar jacket (Size 50 - RRP £1,795).
£400 - 500

503*
An as new John Varvatos suede hook
and bar jacket (Size 44 - RRP £1,795).
£400 - 500
504*
An as new John Varvatos suede hook
and bar jacket (Size 44 - RRP £1,795).
£400 - 500
505*
An as new John Varvatos suede hook
and bar jacket (Size 50 - RRP £1,795).
£400 - 500
506*
Two pairs of lady's as new Simone
Rocha lace trim culottes in black (S).
£60 - 80
507*
A Woolrich John Rich & Bros coat (S Possibly pre-owned as no tags but in
immaculate condition).
£60 - 80
508*
Four as new Oui dresses (Style
65366, size 2 x 36 and 2 x 38 - RRP
£159).
£30 - 40
509*
An as new Haider Ackerman Raglan
coat in kupier shiny red (FR 36 - RRP
£800) from Farfetch.
£120 - 150
510*
Two pairs of lady's as new Simone
Rocha lace trim culottes in black
(XS).
£60 - 80
511*
An as new John Varvatos suede hook
and bar jacket (Size 46 - RRP £1,795).
£400 - 500
512*
An as new John Varvatos suede hook
and bar jacket (Size 54 - RRP £1,795).
£400 - 500
513*
An as new John Varvatos suede hook
and bar jacket (Size 46 - RRP £1,795).
£400 - 500
514*
An as new John Varvatos suede hook
and bar jacket (Size 50 - RRP £1,795).
£400 - 500
515*
An as new Penguin By Musingwear
blue checked three piece suit
(40/34R).
£30 - 40

516*
An as new Penguin By Musingwear
grey checked three piece suit
(40/34R).
£30 - 40
517*
An as new Ports 1961 knitted top in
black (Size OS?).
£20 - 30
518*
A lady's as new BCBG Maxazaria top
in black (XS - RRP $178).
£30 - 40
519*
Two as new Oui tops (Both size 36 RRP £109 each).
£20 - 30
520*
A large quantity of as new clothing
to include Adidas, Zara, Fruit of The
Loom and Top Man.
£40 - 60
521*
An as new King & Tuckfield London A
line skirt in steel blue (L).
£40 - 60
522*
An as new King & Tuckfield London A
line skirt in steel blue (M).
£40 - 60
523*
An as new The North Face flyweight
roll top (RRP £40), Tzowla business
travel backpack (RRP £53), a Xnuoyo
travel backpack and a Meade Polaris
carry bag.
£30 - 40
524*
Three lady's as new Patagonia Pastel
P-6 Logo Ahnya full-zip hoody in
forge grey (One XS, two M) and one
lady's as new Patagonia Torrentshell
jacket in star pink (M).
£30 - 40
525*
A L.L.Bean stretch hooded tunic (L RRP $60), an Adirondack Barn coat (L
- RRP £139) and a pair of L.L. Bean
East Point Chelsea boots in suede
(Size 9M(B)?) (All as new).
£30 - 40
526*
A pair of as new Salomon XA Pro 3D
Mid CSWP trainers (UK 4) together
with a pair of toddlers New Balance
trainers (UK 11) and Vans Old Skool
Junior (UK 11).
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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527*
One lady's as new British Moleskin
shirt in dark lovat (XS).
£20 - 30
528*
One pair of men's PRPS Windsor
tapered skinny-stretch jeans in grey.
£30 - 40
529*
Fifteen lady's as new Hey Peachy
Broidery Short pyjama sets in white
(L).
£30 - 40
530*
Twenty as new HXTN Supply One
Bum Bags in fairydust.
£30 - 40
531*
An as new The Arrivals NYC brown
leather thermal jacket (S).
£40 - 60
532*
Two baskets of assorted belts
(Baskets not included).
£40 - 60
533*
An as new Haider Ackerman jersey
bomber jacket in perth
hals/tetanie/saglia polka black (S)
from Farfetch.
£40 - 60
534*
An as new Haider Ackerman jersey
bomber jacket in perth
hals/tetanie/saglia polka black (XS)
from Farfetch.
£40 - 60
535*
An as new Haider Ackerman jersey
bomber jacket in perth hals/siglia
black dye (M) from Farfetch.
£40 - 60
536*
An as new Haider Ackerman jersey
bomber jacket in perth hals/siglia
black dye (XXS) from Farfetch.
£40 - 60
537*
Five pairs of as new Birkenstock
Madrid BS slip on sandals (3 x EU 39,
2 x EU 40).
£40 - 60
538*
Six pairs of as new Birkenstock
Madrid BS slip on sandals (All EU 39).
£40 - 60
539*
Six pairs of as new Birkenstock
Madrid BS slip on sandals (All EU 39).
£40 - 60

540*
A pair of as new Adidas Yeezy Boost
350 V2 trainers Sesame (UK 11.5).
£60 - 80
541*
A pair of as new Adidas Yeezy 500
trainers in blush (UK 11.5).
£60 - 80
542*
A pair of as new Puma SF F Ferrari
Cat Ignite trainers (UK 9.5) together
with a pair of Adidas Mallison SPZL
trainers (UK 8.5).
£30 - 40
543*
A pair of as new Jeffrey Campbell
Czech white box black boots
(8.5M?).
£30 - 40
544*
A pair of as new Season 6 desert
boots in taupe (EU 40).
£40 - 60
545*
A pair of as new Adidas Stan Smith in
white (UK 12) together with a pair of
Nike Air Force 1 in grey leather (UK
5).
£30 - 40
546*
Two pairs of as new Asics Roadhawk
FF2 trainers in race blue/white (UK 9
and 9.5).
£30 - 40
547*
Two pairs of as new Asics Roadhawk
FF2 trainers in race blue/white (UK 8
and 8.5).
£30 - 40
548*
Three pairs of as new Asics
Roadhawk FF2 trainers in race
blue/white (UK 10, 10.5 and 11).
£40 - 60
549*
A pair of Fila Disruptor II Premium
Repeat (UK 7) together with a pair of
women's Reebok Club C 85 trainers
(UK 6).
£30 - 40
550*
A pair of Adidas NMD_R1 STLT PK
trainers (UK 4.5), junior Adidas
Predator 18.3 FG football boots (UK
2.5) and women's Adidas PW Tennis
HU (UK 5) (All as new).
£40 - 60
551*
A pair of as new RST Tractech Evo
waterproof boots (EU 44).
£30 - 40

552*
A lady's as new New Rock vintage
flower heel (size 42).
£40 - 60
553*
An as new (Without tags) Oleg
Cassini strapless lace Trumpet dress
(Size 6 - mark on underskirt/lining).
£60 - 80
554
Two as new M.andonia handbags
with Daisy design 2003 and one
small Kiss bag with Daisy design.
£60 - 80
555
Two as new M.andonia handbags
with flower and button design.
£40 - 60
556
Seven as new M.andonia cosmetic
bags with assorted designs.
£20 - 30
557
Two as new M.andonia Kiss hand
bags (One large and one small) and a
small matching purse all with
Swarovski crystals.
£40 - 60
558
An as new M.andonia handbag with
cowboy design, an as new
M.andonia handbag with cafe design
and one as new luggage bag with
golfing design.
£40 - 60
559
An as new M.andonia handbag and
cosmetic bag with anchor design and
an as new M.andonia handbag and
cosmetic bag with inked lady design.
£40 - 60
560
Seven as new M.andonia cosmetic
bags with assorted designs.
£20 - 30
561
Two as new M.andonia hand bags
(One clutch bag and one cosmetic
bag) with matching large flower
design and Swarovski crystals.
£40 - 60
562
Three as new cloth M.andonia
handbags with matching cosmetic
bags assorted designs.
£40 - 60

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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563
Two as new M.andonia handbags
with American Diner design, one
M.andonia handbag with motorbike
design and one bag with track cars
design.
£60 - 80
564
Two as new M.andonia handbags
with oriental dragon design with
Swarovski crystals.
£30 - 40
565
Five as new assorted M.andonia
cloth handbags and two cloth
cosmetic bags.
£30 - 40
566
Five as new Large M.andonia
cosmetic/wash bags with assorted
designs.
£20 - 30
567
Two as new M.andonia handbags
with oriental flower design and one
M.andonia handbag with flower
design.
£40 - 60
568*
One lady's as new Gucci jacket in
light brown (42), from The Real Real.
£280 - 300
569*
An as new Penguin By Musingwear
three piece suit (40/34R).
£30 - 40
570*
An as new Penguin By Musingwear
light grey three piece suit (40/34R).
£30 - 40
571*
An as new Penguin By Musingwear
navy three piece suit (40/34R).
£30 - 40
572*
Four pairs of as new YC Whyci
Milano cuff trousers (Sizes 42, 44,
46, 48 - RRP £69).
£20 - 30
573*
An as new Suit Supply Havana
double breasted pleated jacket in
blue (38L -RRP £259) together with
Brescia trousers in blue (34" - RRP
£140).
£40 - 60
574*
An as new S.Oliver Black Label B.Lab
suit jacket (42L - RRP €140).
£30 - 40

575*
Five as new Red Pepper suit
jackets/blazers in blue (Assorted
sizes).
£40 - 60
576*
An as new Haider Ackerman
collarless blazer in kuiper nude (FR
36) from Farfetch.
£60 - 80
577*
An as new Haider Ackerman closed
back jacket in kuiper shiny black
black (FR 38) from Farfetch.
£60 - 80
578*
An as new Haider Ackerman closed
back jacket in kuiper shiny black
black (FR 36) from Farfetch.`
£60 - 80
579*
An as new Penguin By Musingwear
three piece suit in biscuit (40/34R).
£30 - 40
580*
An as new Penguin By Musingwear
three piece suit in blue (42/36R).
£30 - 40
581*
Five as new Red Pepper suit
jackets/blazers in blue (Assorted
sizes).
£40 - 60
582*
An as new Moss 1851 mix and match
grey suit (Jacket 42S RRP £99,
trousers 30S RRP £60) together with
a Moss shirt (15.5"), pocket square
and suit carrier.
£20 - 30
583*
A quantity of empty
suitcases/holdalls.
£30 - 40
584*
Four boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
585*
Six bags of belts.
£30 - 40
586*
A quantity of children's as new Yiija
Kids fancy dress clothing and
accessories to include Hippie Girl
and Star Wars (Various sizes).
£30 - 40
587*
Four boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60

588*
A quantity of empty
suitcases/holdalls.
£20 - 30
589*
Four boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
590*
Four boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
591*
Four boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
592*
Four boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
593*
Four boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
594*
Four boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
595*
Four boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
596*
Four boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
597*
Four boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
598*
A quantity of assorted empty
suitcases.
£20 - 30
599*
Eleven bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
600*
Twelve bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
601*
A large box of assorted neck
pillows/cushions.
£15 - 20
602*
Eleven bags of assorted neck pillows
and related items.
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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603*
Twelve bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
604*
Twelve bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
605*
Twelve suitcases/holdalls of assorted
clothing and related items.
£30 - 40
606*
Twelve bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
607*
Twelve bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£60 - 80
608*
Fifteen bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£60 - 80
609*
Twelve bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
610*
Thirteen boxes of assorted
bags/holdalls/back
packs/purses/wallets and related
items.
£40 - 60
611*
Nine boxes of assorted clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
612*
Nine bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£60 - 80
613*
Ten boxes of assorted clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
614*
Ten boxes of assorted clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
615*
Twelve boxes of assorted clothing
and related items.
£40 - 60
616*
Ten boxes of assorted clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60

617*
Ten bags of bags and three bags of
purses/wallets.
£30 - 40
618*
One lady's as new Saks Potts Star
multi colour print puffer jacket.
£180 - 200
619*
One lady's as new Saks Potts Star
black and white print puffer jacket.
£180 - 200
620*
One lady's as new Saks Potts Star SP
Cool Print puffer jacket in neon pink.
£180 - 200
621*
A lady's Eve Denim White Aurelie
cotton tank top shirt in size small.
£80 - 100
622*
A pair of Frame Denim Le High
straight jeans (Eagle Point) in size 26.
£40 - 60
623*
A pair of as new Haider Ackermann
skinny trousers in halite black/off
white (FR 34 - RRP £695) from
Farfetch.
£60 - 80
624*
A pair of Mother Love You the
Tomcat ankle jeans size 26.
£40 - 60
625*
A pair of Mother Love You the
Stunner ankle chew jeans size 26.
£40 - 60
626*
A pair of Mother Love You the
Stunner ankle chew jeans size 27.
£40 - 60
627*
An as new Fabiana Filippi top model
JE52818 (IT 44) from Farfetch.
£30 - 40
628*
An as new Love Shack Fancy Rosie
sweater chunky knits iris blue
(small).
£30 - 40
629*
An as new Love Shack Fancy Rosie
sweater chunky knits oatmeal
(small).
£30 - 40
630*
An as new Love Shack Fancy Rosie
sweater chunky knits denim (small).
£30 - 40

631*
Twelve as new Disney Moana
backpacks.
£30 - 40
632*
A quantity of as new GML Sport
black baseball caps (Approximately
50).
£30 - 40
633*
Fourteen as new Catalonia plush
Clownfish tails blankets, soft micro
fleece and children's sleeping
blanket/bag 132cm x 63cm
(52"x25").
£30 - 40
634*
A quantity of as new Gildan red Tshirts.
£20 - 30
635*
A quantity of men's as new i-Small
Fairsle print pyjama sets (24 sets all
XXL).
£20 - 30
636
Sixteen pairs of children's as new EH
Speedy water shoes (Assorted sizes).
£20 - 30
637*
A quantity of as new footwear to
include Skechers, Timberland,
Forever Link and Hunter.
£30 - 40
638*
A quantity of Calvin Klein socks,
various types, colours and sizes
(Approximately 50 packs).
£30 - 40
639*
Four boxes of as new clothing.
£40 - 60
640*
Eleven assorted items of Zara
clothing to include jackets, tops and
jeans.
£40 - 60
641*
A quantity of as new promotional
gift Hugo Boss plain black baseball
caps (Approximately 30 items).
£30 - 40
642*
Assorted as new fancy dress outfits
and accessories to include Marvel
Avengers and Pokemon.
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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643*
A quantity of as new Great Britain
Tang Soo Do Association suits (19
items - assorted sizes).
£40 - 60
644*
A quantity of as new Woven Magic
Union Jack Tote bags.
£30 - 40
645*
A quantity of as new Great Britain
Tang Soo Do Association suits (19
items - assorted sizes).
£40 - 60
646*
Thirteen lady's as new Dorothy
Perkins Disney Mickey and Minnie
pyjamas (Small).
£30 - 40
647*
A quantity of as new promotional
gift Hugo Boss plain black baseball
caps (Approximately 30 items).
£30 - 40
648*
Thirteen lady's as new Dorothy
Perkins Disney Mickey and Minnie
pyjamas (Small).
£30 - 40
649*
A quantity of as new promotional
gift Hugo Boss plain black baseball
caps (Approximately 30 items).
£30 - 40
650*
Twelve lady's as new Dorothy
Perkins Disney Mickey and Minnie
pyjamas (Small).
£30 - 40
651*
Three bags and one suitcase of
assorted belts.
£40 - 60
652*
Three boxes of as new clothing to
include Victoria Secret's night wear,
Nike trainers, baseball caps,
handbags and related items.
£40 - 60
653*
Eleven bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£60 - 80
654*
Seven bags of assorted
bags/holdalls/back packs and related
items.
£40 - 60

655*
Two bags of assorted
bags/holdalls/back packs and one
bag of purses/wallets and related
items.
£40 - 60
656*
Three boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
657*
Three boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
658*
Three boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
659*
Three boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
660*
Six boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£80 - 100
661*
Three boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
662*
Three boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
663*
Three boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
664*
Three boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
665*
Three boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
666*
Three boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
667*
A quantity of empty
suitcases/holdalls.
£30 - 40
668*
Thirteen suitcases/holdalls of
assorted clothing and related items.
£40 - 60

669*
Fifteen suitcases/holdalls of assorted
clothing and related items.
£40 - 60
670*
Seven boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£80 - 100
671*
Ten bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
672*
Four large bags and four bags of
assorted clothing and related items.
£40 - 60
673*
Nine pairs of lady's as new Tamaris
sandals in various sizes.
£30 - 40
674*
Ten bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
675*
Six large bags of assorted clothing
and related items.
£40 - 60
676*
Three as new XD Design Anti-theft
backpacks in red and grey (44 x 30 x
14cm).
£20 - 30
677*
Fourteen pairs of men's as new Gino
Rossi shoes in various styles and
sizes.
£30 - 40
678*
Ten bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
679*
Eight boxes of pre-owned clothing
and related items.
£40 - 60
680*
Twenty six as new Station Urban
Wear hoodies in various colours and
sizes.
£40 - 60
681*
A quantity of as new Skinny Dip bags
to include Maisie Ripple Cross Bodys,
Neon Zadie backpacks and Luna
backpacks (15 items).
£40 - 60

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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682*
Eight pairs of men's boxed as new
Mister Carlo leather brogues in
tan/navy (UK8,12) and one pair of
lady's as new Pippa leather boots in
tan (UK8).
£20 - 30
683*
Eight boxes of assorted clothing and
related items.
£60 - 80
684*
Ten pairs of men's boxed as new
Mister Carlo Monty leather brogues
in tan (Various sizes).
£30 - 40
685*
Eight lady's boxed as new Comfs Tan
leather brogues (Various sizes).
£20 - 30
686*
Nine pairs of lady's and men's boxed
as new Comfs tan leather brogues in
various sizes.
£20 - 30
687*
Eight boxes of clothing and related
items.
£60 - 80
688*
An as new Trapstar tracksuit (M)
together with an as new Trapstar
black and white chequered hoodie
(S).
£30 - 40
689*
Three boxes of assorted
bags/wallets/purses.
£20 - 30
690*
Five items of Me+Em clothing to
include stitch detail fit and flare top
and stitch detail midi skirt.
£30 - 40

DAY TWO
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
AND ACCESSORIES
691*
A boxed as new Depusheng 8
channel digital audio mixer console
(EG-8222SD ).
£30 - 40
692*
One boxed as new Zildjian Planet Z
4-Cymbal set-up (14" pair, 16", 20").
£30 - 40

693*
Two Shure SM58 Dynamic
microphones, two JB's microphone
stands and two JB's six metre XLRXLR leads.
£40 - 60
694*
One boxed as new Zildjian Planet Z
4-Cymbal set-up (14" pair, 16", 20").
£30 - 40
695*
One boxed as new Zildjian Planet Z
4-Cymbal set-up (14" pair, 16", 20").
£30 - 40
696
A pre-owned Marshall guitar amp.
£40 - 60
697*
One as new Sheeran by Lowden W04
acoustic guitar figured walnut body
and Sitka Spruce top in a case.
£150 - 200
698*
A round back eight string mandolin
with mother of pearl inlay with soft
case.
£30 - 40
699*
A Mahalo ukulele with union flag
decoration and an Andrew blue
ukulele.
£10 - 20
700*
A boxed as new Aguilar Octamizer
analog octave pedal.
£30 - 40
701*
A boxed as new Aguilar Octamizer
analog octave pedal.
£30 - 40
702*
A boxed as new Aguilar TLC
Compressor compression pedal.
£30 - 40
703*
A boxed as new Aguilar TLC
Compressor compression pedal.
£30 - 40
704*
A boxed as new Aguilar TLC
Compressor compression pedal.
£30 - 40
705*
A boxed as new Aguilar Octamizer
analog octave pedal.
£30 - 40
706*
A boxed as new Aguilar Filter Twin
duel envelope filter pedal.
£30 - 40

707*
A boxed as new Aguilar Filter Twin
duel envelope filter pedal.
£30 - 40
708*
A boxed as new Aguilar TLC
Compressor compression pedal.
£30 - 40
709*
A boxed as new Aguilar TLC
Compressor compression pedal.
£30 - 40
710*
A boxed as new Aguilar Octamizer
analog octave pedal.
£30 - 40
711*
A boxed as new Aguilar Filter Twin
duel envelope filter pedal.
£30 - 40
712*
A boxed as new Aguilar Octamizer
analog octave pedal.
£30 - 40
713*
One boxed as new AKG Harman
reference small-diaphragm
condenser microphone.
£30 - 40
714*
A pre-owned Pioneer turntable (CDJ400).
£30 - 40
715*
A boxed as new Soundcraft 12
channel compact mixer with USB
and effects (Notepad 12fx).
£30 - 40
716*
One as new Martin & Co DRS-1 Road
Series acoustic guitar in a black case.
£200 - 250
717*
One boxed as new Martin Audio CDD
Live speaker.
£80 - 100
718*
One pre-owned Hartke HA3500C
350W tube pre-amp bass head
(Needs minor repair).
£40 - 60
719*
A boxed as new Klipsch Subwoofer
(R-115SW ).
£100 - 150
720*
A pre-owned Tanglewood Indiana
acoustic electric guitar.
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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721*
A pre-owned Kaka Ukulele and a preowned Nevada acoustic guitar.
£20 - 30
722*
A quantity of as new Accu-Cable low
noise microphone cables
(Approximately 25).
£20 - 30

HAND TOOLS
AND ACCESSORIES
723*
A quantity of as new Eaton Sentinel
NMO-250-P02Z-60L nylon
monofilament mesh filter bags
(Approximately 35).
£40 - 60
724*
A quantity of as new Flexible LED
strip lights cool white 80 degree
beam angle (WFLB-CW96,
approximately 20).
£20 - 30
725*
A Lano Ametek Cyclops portable
pyrometer/thermometer.
£30 - 40
726*
A boxed as new Hakko soldering
station (FX-888D).
£20 - 30
727*
A boxed as new Hakko soldering
station (FX-888D).
£20 - 30
728*
Twenty five boxed as new RHP SelfLube bearings (SFT25).
£40 - 60
729*
A boxed as new Hakko soldering
station (FX-888D).
£20 - 30
730*
A boxed as new Hakko soldering
station (FX-888D).
£20 - 30
731*
Fifty boxed as new Wylex NHXS1B06
B6 1+N Miniature RCBO's (230/240V
30mA Type A).
£80 - 100
732*
A Druck DPI 605 Precision portable
pressure calibrator.
£100 - 150

733*
A quantity of as new Everflex LMA
200 contractors silicone
(Approximately 30 x 295ml), eleven
Everbuild professional gun grade
expanding foam (750ml), four Upol
slow drying degreaser S2002/5 (5ltr)
and one Swarfega Jizer water
rinseable parts degreaser (5ltr).
£30 - 40
734*
A quantity of power tools to include
one pre-owned Ogura HPC-20
electro-hydraulic hole puncher, one
pre-owned LS 50 FLEX battery
powered hydraulic punching tool
with battery and one pre-owned
Milwaukee M12 sub compact copper
pipe cutter without battery.
£40 - 60
735*
Four boxed as new Crabtree
moulded case circuit breakers.
£20 - 30
736*
Thirty as new PSG00824 phono plug
to plug ten metre leads.
£30 - 40
737*
A quantity of as new electrical
accessories/tools to include SWA
wire strippers, SWA PBW 20S Pack
indoor gland packs, Unior voltage
testers and SWA "Push-In" wire
connectors (Approximately 50
items).
£40 - 60
738*
One as new DeWalt DCG414T2 54v
XR Brushless FlexVolt 125mm angle
grinder in T Stak compatible case
with two batteries and charger.
£60 - 80
739*
One as new DeWalt DCG414T2 54v
XR Brushless FlexVolt 125mm angle
grinder in T Stak compatible case
with two batteries and charger.
£60 - 80
740*
A quantity of as new Brigade
Electronics - vehicle safety systems
products to include one VBV-770m-S
seven inch LCD monitor, two White
Sound BBS-87 BBS TEK standard
reversing alarms and one MD-50
mini dome internal camera
(Approximately 20 items).
£80 - 100

741*
One boxed FSD single phase electric
motor 90L 230V.
£20 - 30
742*
A quantity of boxed as new Miara's
Collections replacement refrigerator
filters, compatible with 4396508, 469010, 46-9902 and 46-9908
(Approximately 45).
£60 - 80
743*
Twenty Casil valve regulated sealed
lead-acid batteries CA1221 (12V,
2.1AH).
£30 - 40
744*
A quantity of as new miscellaneous
Silverline products to include Lip and
Spur drill bits (14mm),
indoor/outdoor swing
thermometers, snow and ice
grippers and Monobloc back nut tap
spanners (Approximately 50 items).
£30 - 40
745*
One boxed as new Piusi Bi-Pump 24v
portable diesel transfer pump.
£40 - 60
746*
Five boxed as new Victron wall
mounted enclosures for colour
control GX and BMV or MPPT
(ASS050600000).
£40 - 60
747*
A boxed as new Milwaukee multi
tool (M18), a preowned Milwaukee
pipe cutter (C12) and a Milwaukee
SDS plus bit (250 x 40mm).
£40 - 60
748*
Five Landrover sprockets
LR060395/LR060396.
£80 - 100
749*
A quantity of Landrover timing units
three C2Z30685 and three
C2Z30680.
£100 - 120
750*
Twenty boxed as new Mazzei
gas/liquid injectors 0.75" in blue.
£60 - 80
751*
One pack of 1000 as new Bussman
TDC 180 13A cartridge fuses.
£30 - 40
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752*
One pack of 1000 as new Bussman
TDC 180 13A cartridge fuses.
£30 - 40
753*
One pack of 1000 as new Bussman
TDC 180 13A cartridge fuses.
£30 - 40
754*
Five boxed as new Cooper Bussmann
315MJ31-7 type J Fuselinks for
feeder pillars (315A, 415V).
£40 - 60
755*
Five boxed as new Cooper Bussmann
315MJ31-7 type J Fuselinks for
feeder pillars (315A, 415V).
£40 - 60
756*
Five boxed as new Cooper Bussmann
315MJ31-7 type J Fuselinks for
feeder pillars (315A, 415V).
£40 - 60
757*
Five boxed as new Cooper Bussmann
315MJ31-7 type J Fuselinks for
feeder pillars (315A, 415V).
£40 - 60
758*
A quantity of as new miscellaneous
Weidmuller electrical components.
£30 - 40
759*
Two boxed as new Stanley tool
cases.
£10 - 20
760*
Twenty as new Eaton Bussmann
centred tag fuses (170M1566D).
£40 - 60
761*
Ten boxed as new Philips Xitanium
50w 230v LED Drivers.
£30 - 40
762*
One boxed as new Delabie
Tempomatic 3 deck-mounted
infrared sensor basin tap.
£60 - 80
763*
Four boxes of six as new Eaton
Bussmann 170M2663 80A 690V
fuses.
£30 - 40
764*
Four boxes of six as new Eaton
Bussmann 170M2663 80A 690V
fuses.
£30 - 40

765*
Five boxed as new Bussmann
170M6812D fuses 800A 690V DIN 3.
£60 - 80
766*
Five boxed as new Bussmann
170M6812D fuses 800A 690V DIN 3.
£60 - 80
767*
Eighteen boxed as EATON Bussman
series fuses (EV80AZ 400V 80A Box
of 10).
£30 - 40
768*
Four boxed as new Bessey screw
clamps BPC-H12 (H Series pipe
clamps).
£20 - 30
769*
Five boxed as new Cooper Bussmann
315MJ31-7 type J Fuselinks for
feeder pillars (315A, 415V).
£40 - 60
770*
A quantity Herbivore products to
include balance and clarify, Hydrate
and Glow and Mini Facial Oils.
£40 - 60
771*
A quantity of Xnexus metal grinding
discs (115 x 6 x22.23mm).
£20 - 30
772*
A quantity of as new performance
car parts to include Hawk
Performance street brake pads
(HB549 F. 702 and HB478 F. 605),
King Racing high performance
bearings (MB5442XP and CR4604XP)
and two K&N Performance Silver oil
filters.
£40 - 60
773*
Twelve boxed as new Kit-gaiter-inner
joint driveshaft - BHM7012EVA for
MG Rover.
£20 - 30
774*
Five boxed as new Cooper Bussmann
315MJ31-7 type J Fuselinks for
feeder pillars (315A, 415V).
£40 - 60
775*
Five boxed as new Cooper Bussmann
315MJ31-7 type J Fuselinks for
feeder pillars (315A, 415V).
£40 - 60

776*
Five boxed as new Cooper Bussmann
315MJ31-7 type J Fuselinks for
feeder pillars (315A, 415V).
£40 - 60
777*
A large quantity of Ring Type Joints
generally used in high pressure
applications such as the Oil, Gas,
Petrochemical and Offshore
industries.
£20 - 30
778*
A HPVS seal designed for use on
difficult applications, including oil
pipeline pumping, water injection
and boiler feed duties.
£20 - 30
779*
A pre-owned heavy duty Rhino
winch.
£30 - 40
780*
Three boxed as new Adora Serene
Basin Monobloc MBSN110P+ with
click clack waste.
£30 - 40
781*
Three boxed as new Adora Serene
Basin Monobloc MBSN110P+ with
click clack waste.
£30 - 40
782*
One boxed as new Eaton
EBMMPCT250M modbus meter
(Slightly scratched).
£40 - 60
783*
One boxed as new Airflow iCON60
circular extractor fan.
£30 - 40
784*
One boxed as new Airflow iCON60
circular extractor fan.
£30 - 40
785*
Three MS Schippers captive bolt
guns for small animals.
£30 - 40
786*
Six boxed as new V-Tac VT-6060 LED
panel lights with 45W drivers.
£30 - 40
787*
One K48ZZJSR3142 Thomas
thermally protected vacuum pump
230v-ac.
£40 - 60

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

788*
A quantity of miscellaneous items to
include air filter and Yale push
button locks.
£30 - 40
789*
One pre-owned Evolution Hulk
electric compactor (JF 154).
£20 - 30
790*
Twenty five boxed as new PRIS LED
Tubes T8 Nano 450mm.
£20 - 30
791*
One boxed as new Eaton MEM
Memshield 3 nine way type A
metered board modbus (EAM9MB).
£40 - 60
792*
One boxed as new Eaton MEM
Memshield 3 nine way type A
metered board modbus (EAM9MB).
£40 - 60
793*
A boxed as new Axor Montreux 2
handle rim mounted bath and
shower mixer.
£220 - 250
794*
A large quantity of miscellaneous
tools/machinery parts and industrial
related items.
£40 - 60
795*
A boxed as new Worcester
Greenstar system filter 22m.
£30 - 40
796*
A boxed as new Worcester
Greenstar system filter 22m.
£30 - 40
797*
A boxed as new Worcester
Greenstar system filter 22m.
£30 - 40
798*
A boxed as new Worcester
Greenstar system filter 22m.
£30 - 40
799*
A boxed as new Worcester
Greenstar system filter 22m.
£30 - 40
800*
A boxed as new Worcester
Greenstar system filter 22m.
£30 - 40
801*
A boxed as new Worcester
Greenstar system filter 22m.
£30 - 40

802*
One boxed as new ESAB Origo Feed
4804 wire feed unit for MIG/MAG
welding.
£150 - 180
803*
Forty eight boxed as new Kit-gaiterinner joint driveshaft - BHM7012EVA
for MG Rover.
£80 - 100
804*
Forty eight boxed as new Kit-gaiterinner joint driveshaft - BHM7012EVA
for MG Rover.
£80 - 100
805*
Five as new Regin REGK30 pressure
vessel hand pumps.
£30 - 40
806*
Five as new Regin REGK30 pressure
vessel hand pumps.
£30 - 40
807*
One as new Mobile Mark 0D6-2000BLK Omni-Directional site antenna.
£20 - 30
808*
A large quantity of miscellaneous
tools/machinery parts and industrial
related items.
£40 - 60
809*
Forty eight boxed as new Kit-gaiterinner joint driveshaft - BHM7012EVA
for MG Rover.
£80 - 100
810*
Forty eight boxed as new Kit-gaiterinner joint driveshaft - BHM7012EVA
for MG Rover.
£80 - 100
811*
One boxed VDO Injector Nozzle
A2C9626040080.
£60 - 80
812*
Four boxed as new Envirovent Silent
100 whisper quiet WC and bathroom
extract fans.
£20 - 30
813*
One boxed as new Worcester
Greenstar Magnetic System Filter
22mm (7733600236).
£20 - 30

814*
One boxed as new Worcester
Greenstar Magnetic System Filter
22mm (7733600236).
£20 - 30
815*
One boxed as new Worcester
Greenstar Magnetic System Filter
22mm (7733600236).
£20 - 30
816*
One boxed as new Worcester
Greenstar Magnetic System Filter
22mm (7733600236).
£20 - 30
817*
One BMW M series steering wheel.
£60 - 80
818*
A boxed as new Lazer high
performance LED spot lamp in black
(RS-8).
£100 - 120
819*
A boxed as new Lazer high
performance LED spot lamp in black
(RS-8).
£100 - 120
820*
A quantity of miscellaneous as new
and pre-owned car parts/accessories
and related items to include one
boxed as new Hayden power
steering oil cooler (1009), ready to
use screen wash (6 x 5ltr) and
Defiance Lube total maintenance
spray (11 x 400ml).
£20 - 30
821*
Forty eight boxed as new Kit-gaiterinner joint driveshaft - BHM7012EVA
for MG Rover.
£80 - 100
822*
Forty eight boxed as new Kit-gaiterinner joint driveshaft - BHM7012EVA
for MG Rover.
£80 - 100
823*
One boxed as new Stinger Power
Series SPV70 (2100 Watts) car
battery.
£40 - 60
824*
One boxed as new Astracast Onyx
4053 brushed stainless steel flush
inset sink - 1.5 bowl.
£60 - 80

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

825*
A boxed as new Bosch Flexidome IP
Starlight 6000 VR outdoor dome
security camera.
£200 - 220
826*
A boxed as new Bosch Flexidome IP
Starlight 7000 VR outdoor dome
security camera.
£200 - 220
827*
A boxed as new Bosch Flexidome IP
Starlight 6000 VR outdoor dome
security camera.
£200 - 220
828*
One boxed as new OEG Heating
circulation pump delivery head (CPAE 100/F40-220).
£60 - 80
829*
Two boxed as new Alcon O.E.
replacement rear rotor rings
(380mm x 30mm crescent grooved).
£100 - 120
830*
One crate full of miscellaneous items
(Crate not included).
£20 - 30
831*
One crate full of miscellaneous items
(Crate not included).
£20 - 30
832*
One crate full of miscellaneous items
(Crate not included).
£20 - 30
833*
A quantity of miscellaneous
wiring/cabling.
£30 - 40
834
A quantity of assorted car jacks and
accessories.
£40 - 60
835
A pre-owned Nutool pillar drill.
£20 - 30
836
A pre-owned Karcher pressure
washer and hoover.
£20 - 30
837
A quantity of assorted tools and
accessories.
£100 - 200
838
A quantity of pre-owned Ryobi
power tools and batteries.
£30 - 40

839
A large collection of tools and
accessories.
£30 - 40
840
Three work benches together with
three sets of ladders.
£20 - 40
841
Thirteen rolls of fibreglass.
£80 - 100
842
A pre-owned Honda GX generator
with transformer.
£40 - 60
843*
Four Castrol Power 1 4T 10W-40 four
stroke motorcycle engine oil (4L).
£20 - 30
844*
One boxed as new Stiga 80v SHT 80
AE cordless hedge cutter.
£30 - 40
845*
A quantity of garden/agricultural
items to include one boxed as new
Florabest electric hedge trimmer,
one boxed Eskde 18V cordless hedge
trimmer, one as new Fiskars X25
splitting axe, one boxed as new
Jilong pool ladder and eight as new
Wildlife World Igloo Homes.
£40 - 60
846*
A quantity of as new miscellaneous
car parts and accessories to include
one two-tonne trolley jack, a large
quantity of as new oil and air filters
and three wheels including one as
new Borbet alloy.
£30 - 40
847*
One boxed Irwin Hilmor EL25
portable electricians stand bender.
£120 - 150
848*
A quantity of miscellaneous items to
include perspex sheets, one boxed
as new Leicester height measure,
two Holmes window fans and one
large SKB i-series waterproof case.
£30 - 40
849*
A quantity of as new 12v batteries
(Approximately 10).
£10 - 20

SPORTS AND
LEISURE ITEMS
850*
A pre-owned B Twin Triban 100 road
bike.
£20 - 30
851
Two pre-owned push bikes (One
incomplete).
£20 - 30
852
Two sets of pre-owned golf clubs.
£50 - 80
853*
a quantity of heath and fitness
supplements to include alpha meal
and test reload.
£30 - 40
854*
A large quantity of health and fitness
supplements to include Alpha meal
and Science based green detox.
£30 - 40
855*
A quantity of as new sports, health
and wellbeing supplements to
include five Now Whole Psyllium
Husks (340g), Saviour training fuel
Reload and Bulk, Nu U Nutrition BioCultures Complex and SIS Hydro with
added B vitamins.
£30 - 40
856*
A quantity of as new Viridian health
supplements to include Magnesium
Citrate (150 gram powder), High Two
B-Complex B2 (90 capsules), High
Potency Magnesium (300mg) and
Horseradish and Garlic Complex (30
capsules) (Approximately 25 items).
£30 - 40
857*
A quantity of health and fitness
supplements to include Diet Whey
and Gold Standard pre workout
nutrition.
£30 - 40
858*
A quantity of miscellaneous health
supplements to include Piping Rock
Sea Buckthorn Oil Omega-7 (24 x
450mg), Gluco-Tabs fast acting
glucose, ActiKid Magic Beans multivitamin, Serene Science Holy Basil
Extract adrenal support (120
capsules) and Profolan healthy hair
growth stimulant (60 capsules).
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

859*
Thirteen as new natural Supplies
Magnesium Flakes (1.2kg).
£20 - 30
860*
Twelve as new Vanpoulles ultra pure
candle oil 1 litre.
£30 - 40
861*
A quantity of Cew wheelchair tyres
24x1 (Approximately 20).
£20 - 30
862*
An as new OneTwoFit chin up station
home gym workout equipment (DG1260).
£30 - 40
863*
Five as new Malino Professional
Karate suits in canvas white (140cm).
£30 - 40
864*
Five as new Malino Professional
Karate suits in canvas white (150cm).
£30 - 40
865*
Five as new Malino Professional
Karate suits in canvas white (150,
160, 180cm).
£30 - 40
866*
Five as new Malino Professional
Karate suits in canvas white (180,
185, 200cm).
£30 - 40
867*
Six as new Malino
polycotton/student Karate suits in
white (120, 170, 180cm).
£30 - 40
868*
Two as new Malino Brazilian Jui Jitsu
suits in blue (Size A3).
£20 - 30
869*
Two as new Malino Brazilian Jui Jitsu
suits in white (Size A1) and black
(Size A2).
£20 - 30
870*
Two as new Malino Brazilian Jui Jitsu
suits in black (Size A2).
£20 - 30
871*
Two as new Malino Brazilian Jui Jitsu
suits in black (Size A2).
£20 - 30
872*
One Hardy Zephrus Sintrix 440 FWS
10' #3 fishing rod in the case.
£80 - 100

873*
One Hardy Zephrus Sintrix 440 FWS
9'#6 fishing rod in the case.
£80 - 100
874*
A boxed as new JRC Contact Lite bed
chair and a pair of Prologic thermo
armour salopetts (Large).
£30 - 40
875*
One boxed as new JRC Cocoon
cooker bag, one boxed as new JRC
Defender compact carryall and one
boxed as new Ogio backpack.
£30 - 40
876*
A quantity of as new and pre-owned
fishing equipment to include one
pair of Team Vass Edition 700 chest
waders.
£20 - 30
877*
An as new Trespass 6 man tunnel
tent with 2 rooms.
£20 - 30
878*
Twelve packs of twelve as new
Srixon Distance golf balls and two
boxes of twelve Srixon Z Star Pure
White Spinskin Technology golf balls.
£30 - 40
879*
Twelve boxes of twelve as new
Srixon AD333 golf balls and two
boxes of twelve Srixon Z Star golf
balls both with Pure White
performance and Spinskin
technology.
£40 - 50
880*
Twelve boxes of twelve as new
Srixon AD333 Tour golf balls and two
boxes of twelve Srixon Z Star golf
balls both with Pure White
performance and Spinskin
technology.
£40 - 50
881*
One boxed as new tricycle in black.
£30 - 40
882*
One boxed as new Lauxjack
mountain bike in yellow.
£250 - 300
883*
A boxed as new Smart Balance
Wheel 6.5 inch.
£30 - 40

884*
A pre-owned balance board (No
charger).
£20 - 30
885*
One man's as new Bataleon Goliath
156 snowboard.
£40 - 60
886*
Two as new Grand Canyon Cruise
self-inflating mattresses in sand grey
(305029).
£30 - 40
887*
Two boxed as new Liforme yoga
mats in pink.
£30 - 40
888*
Two boxed as new Liforme yoga
mats in pink.
£30 - 40
889*
Fifteen packs of as new Factory
Image Racing brake pads 39054.S.FIR.SM.
£20 - 30
890*
Fifteen packs of as new Factory
Image Racing brake pads 39054.S.FIR.SM.
£20 - 30
891*
Fifteen packs of as new Factory
Image Racing brake pads 39054.S.FIR.SM.
£20 - 30
892*
A quantity of Salomon soft flask
speed bottles (500ml).
£30 - 40
893*
Fifteen packs of as new Factory
Image Racing brake pads 39307.H.FIR.HD.
£40 - 60
894*
Fifteen packs of as new Factory
Image Racing brake pads 39307.H.FIR.HD.
£40 - 60
895*
One as new Ogio Cirrus lightweight
stand bag in black.
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

896*
A quantity of as new miscellaneous
cycling accessories to include one
Trail-Gator bicycle tow bar, two
Vavert high performance 100% butyl
inner tubes, one Mavic Yksion Pro
Griplink road-bike tyre and one
Sterling double loop security cable.
£20 - 30
897*
A quantity of pre-owned diving
equipment.
£30 - 40
898*
A quantity of as new cycle related
items to include locks, mud guard
and grips.
£30 - 40
899*
A quantity of as new Waimea
beachwear and accessories to
include Junior swimming shorts
(Approximately 15 pairs), paddle and
ball sets and Avento beach footballs.
£30 - 40
900*
Fifteen packs of as new Factory
Image Racing brake pads 39054.S.FIR.SM.
£20 - 30
901*
Twenty four as new Nike NFS
Dominate 8P 07 basketballs in red
(Size 7).
£30 - 40
902*
A quantity of as new Golden Gate
Now knee support sleeve
compression brace for men and
women (2 per pack - approximately
40 packs).
£30 - 40
903*
A quantity of miscellaneous sports
items to include a childen's USA golf
bag, Chicago roller blades and a
Wilson badminton racket.
£30 - 40
904*
Four as new True Temper Dynamic
Gold S400 Tour Issue golf clubs
(RTX4) and one as new Square Strike
golf club.
£20 - 30
905*
One lady's as new Bataleon Spirit
hybrid TBT snowboard.
£30 - 40

906*
One lady's as new Bataleon
Feelbetter hybrid TBT snowboard.
£30 - 40
907*
An as new Callaway Hyper Dry Lite
stand bag for golf clubs.
£20 - 30
908*
Two as new Grand Canyon Cruise
self-inflating mattresses in sand grey
(305029).
£30 - 40
909*
A quantity of miscellaneous items to
include sporting items, umbrellas,
bag of assorted toys and related
items.
£20 - 30

DRONES AND
ACCESSORIES
910*
Five boxed as new Eachine E58 WIFI
FPV With 720P/1080P HD wide angle
camera high hold mode foldable RC
drone quadcopters.
£30 - 40
911*
Five boxed as new Eachine E58 WIFI
FPV With 720P/1080P HD wide angle
camera high hold mode foldable RC
drone quadcopters.
£30 - 40
912*
Five boxed as new Eachine E58 WIFI
FPV With 720P/1080P HD wide angle
camera high hold mode foldable RC
drone quadcopters.
£30 - 40
913*
Seven boxed as new Happy Model
Mobula 6/7 micro FPV whoop
drones.
£30 - 40
914*
Five boxed as new Eachine E58 WIFI
FPV With 720P/1080P HD wide angle
camera high hold mode foldable RC
drone quadcopters.
£30 - 40
915*
Five boxed as new Eachine E58 WIFI
FPV With 720P/1080P HD wide angle
camera high hold mode foldable RC
drone quadcopters.
£30 - 40

916*
Five boxed as new Eachine E58 WIFI
FPV With 720P/1080P HD wide angle
camera high hold mode foldable RC
drone quadcopters.
£30 - 40
917*
Six boxed as new Happy Model
Mobula 6/7 micro FPV whoop
drones.
£30 - 40
918*
Four as new Eachine E58 WIFI FPV
With 720P/1080P HD wide angle
camera high hold mode foldable RC
drone quadcopters in canvas cases.
£30 - 40
919*
Five boxed as new Eachine E58 WIFI
FPV With 720P/1080P HD wide angle
camera high hold mode foldable RC
drone quadcopters.
£30 - 40
920*
Five boxed as new Eachine E58 WIFI
FPV With 720P/1080P HD wide angle
camera high hold mode foldable RC
drone quadcopters.
£30 - 40
921*
Five boxed as new Eachine E58 WIFI
FPV With 720P/1080P HD wide angle
camera high hold mode foldable RC
drone quadcopters.
£30 - 40
922*
Four as new Eachine E58 WIFI FPV
With 720P/1080P HD wide angle
camera high hold mode foldable RC
drone quadcopters in canvas cases.
£30 - 40
923*
A JD JD-20 pocket drone together
with three JD JD-20S six axis gyro
system quadcopters.
£30 - 40
924*
Four boxed as new Eachine E013
Small Pepper drones.
£30 - 40
925*
Two boxed as new Visuo Siluroid
drones together with a Lead Honor
Elves LH-X28G-WF720P drone.
£30 - 40
926*
A boxed as new Flysky FS-NV14 2.4G
14CH Nirvana transmitter with iA8X
Receiver 3.5 inch display open
source.
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

927*
A boxed as new Flysky FS-NV14 2.4G
14CH Nirvana transmitter with iA8X
Receiver 3.5 inch display open
source.
£30 - 40
928*
A boxed as new Flysky FS-NV14 2.4G
14CH Nirvana transmitter with iA8X
Receiver 3.5 inch display open
source.
£30 - 40
929*
Eleven boxed as new Eachine mini
quadcopters/drones to include E010,
H8S 3D, H8 Mini, Q90C, QX90C and
UK 65.
£30 - 40
930*
Seven as new WL Toys Sturdy Style
Small Car Series RC cars together
with three RC Super Speed racing
cars.
£30 - 40
931*
A Visuo Battle Sharks quadcopter,
Visuo Private Eyes quadcopter and a
SJ R/C S-Series S20W quadcopter (All
boxed as new).
£40 - 60
932*
A boxed as new Taranis X9D Plus
special edition transmitter.
£40 - 60
933*
A boxed as new Taranis X9D Plus
special edition transmitter.
£40 - 60
934*
Four boxed as new R/C transmitters;
Fly Sky FS-i6, Fly Sky FS-i6X, Fly Sky
FS-GT3C and a Turbo Racing 90102G.
£30 - 40
935*
A boxed as new Eachine Wizzard
X220 quadcopter together with an
Eachine Wizard X220HV quadcopter.
£40 - 60
936*
Two WL Tech V911S R/C helicopters,
a XK AS350 K123 6 CH brushless
motor 3D6G system helicopter and a
JJ R/C Cady Wike smart robot (All
boxed as new).
£30 - 40
937*
Three boxed as new
quadcopters/drones; a Da Ming
DM107S, an Eachine E511S and an
Ubsan X4 Desire FPV.
£40 - 60

938*
Two Eachine E58 pocket drones, two
Eachine E61 Series mini drones and a
SH RC H1 drone (All boxed as new).
£30 - 40
939*
A SH RC Folding Elves drone in case
together with three Uruav UR 65
micro FPV racer drones (All boxed as
new).
£30 - 40
940*
A Diatone Rabbit 239 NX micro
drone, HD RC D2 Smart drone, a JJ
R/C JJIXJJII micro foldable drone, a JJ
R/C H8 Mini and a JJ R/C H20 mini
drone (All boxed as new).
£30 - 40
941*
A boxed as new Ldrac FPVEGG Pro
racing drone together with a TiNY6
mini drone and a TiNY7 mini drone.
£30 - 40
942*
An Visuo Battle Sharks quadcopter,
an Eachine E58 pocket drone and
two WL Toys Sturdy Style Small Car
Series R/C cars (All boxed as new).
£30 - 40
943*
A boxed as new Flysky FS-NV14 2.4G
14CH Nirvana transmitter with iA8X
Receiver 3.5 inch display open
source.
£30 - 40
944*
Seven boxed as new Eachine E58
WIFI FPV With 720P/1080P HD wide
angle camera high hold mode
foldable RC drone quadcopters.
£40 - 60
945*
Three boxed as new Fly Sky FS-i6
receivers.
£30 - 40
946*
Three JD JD-20 pocket drones and an
Eachine Trashcan 75 mini drone (All
as new).
£30 - 40
947*
A boxed as new Flysky FS-NV14 2.4G
14CH Nirvana transmitter with iA8X
Receiver 3.5 inch display open
source.
£30 - 40

948*
A boxed as new Flysky FS-NV14 2.4G
14CH Nirvana transmitter with iA8X
Receiver 3.5 inch display open
source.
£30 - 40
949*
A boxed as new Taranis X9D Plus
special edition transmitter.
£40 - 60
950*
Two as new Eachine TRASHCAN
75mm Crazybee F4 PRO OSD 2S
Whoop FPV racing drones in cases.
£30 - 40
951*
Two as new Eachine TRASHCAN
75mm Crazybee F4 PRO OSD 2S
Whoop FPV racing drones in cases.
£30 - 40
952*
Two as new Eachine TRASHCAN
75mm Crazybee F4 PRO OSD 2S
Whoop FPV racing drones in cases.
£30 - 40
953*
Two as new Eachine TRASHCAN
75mm Crazybee F4 PRO OSD 2S
Whoop FPV racing drones in cases.
£30 - 40
954*
Three as new Eachine TRASHCAN
75mm Crazybee F4 PRO OSD 2S
Whoop FPV racing drones in cases.
£40 - 60
955*
Three boxed as new Happy Model
Mobula 6/7 Micro FPV Whoop
drones together with four as new
Eachine US65 Micro Brushless
Whoop drones.
£30 - 40
956*
A boxed as new SJ R/C S-Series
quadcopter together with two WL
Tech V911S 4 channel series
helicopters.
£30 - 40
957*
A Visuo Siluroid drone, Jingda Toys
JD-20S quadcopter, Happy Model
Mantis 85 micro FPV racer drone, XK
2.4GHZ radio receiver and a Jumper
radio receiver (All boxed as new).
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

958*
Two Hontai R/C Willy's MB jeeps, a
Xinlehong toys Monster Truck, a
Rock Through 4WD R/C rally car and
four WL Toys Sturdy Style Small Car
Series R/C cars (All boxed as new).
£30 - 40
959*
A box of assorted as new
drone/quadcopter accessories to
include LCD screen receiver monitor,
rotors, cases etc.
£30 - 40
960*
Three boxed as new Fly Sky FS-i6
receivers.
£30 - 40
961*
A boxed as new Eachine Wizard
TS215 together with an as new
Eachine TS130.
£40 - 60
962*
Three Uruav UR 65 micro FPV racer
drones, an Eachine E013 Small
Pepper, an Eachine E010S 65mm
micro FPV racing quadcopter and an
Eachine Aurora 100 micro FPV racing
drone (All boxed as new).
£30 - 40
963*
A Ldrac ET V2 Series drone, a Tiny7
Mini drone and a Diatone Rabbit 349
NX mini drone (All boxed as new).
£30 - 40
964*
An Eachine E61 Series mini drone,
Eachine E58 mini drone, Eachine
E016H long flight time mini drone
and two Eachine ducted fan super
micro E012 Quadcopters (All boxed
as new).
£30 - 40
965*
Four boxed as new Fly Sky FS-i6X
receivers.
£30 - 40

UNCLAIMED PROPERTY
AND MISCELLANEOUS
ITEMS
966*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60

967*
Four boxes of as new miscellaneous
items to include household items.
£30 - 40
968*
Five BT-298A stereo power/karaoke
reverberation power amplifiers
together with three BT-309A
Bluetooth receiver power
amplifiers/karaoke reverberation
power amplifiers (All boxed as new).
£40 - 60
969*
Six sets of boxed as new wireless
microphones.
£30 - 40
970*
A quantity of as new security
lights/security alarms etc.
£40 - 60
971*
A quantity of as new in car
cameras/dash cams/license plate
rear-view cameras etc.
£40 - 60
972*
Three boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc., together
with assorted as new loose electrical
items.
£40 - 60
973*
Four boxes of assorted motoring
accessories and parts.
£40 - 60
974*
A quantity of assorted mini
cameras/Wi-Fi cameras/thermal
imaging camera/RC cameras.
£40 - 60
975*
A boxed as new car entertainment
system.
£20 - 30
976*
A boxed as new car navigation
system for Vauxhall Insignia.
£20 - 30
977*
A boxed as new car navigation
system for Citroen.
£20 - 30
978*
Four boxes of as new tools,
accessories and related items.
£40 - 60
979*
Four boxes of as new miscellaneous
items to include household items.
£30 - 40

980*
A quantity of miscellaneous tools,
industrial items and household
goods.
£30 - 40
981*
Two boxed as new Blitzwolf BWSDB2 sound bars.
£40 - 60
982*
Two boxed as new Blitzwolf BWSDB2 sound bars.
£40 - 60
983*
A boxed as new car navigation
system for Citroen.
£20 - 30
984*
A boxed as new car navigation
system for Citroen.
£20 - 30
985*
A boxed as new 9802K DVD
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
986*
A boxed as new 1066K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
987*
A boxed as new car GPS navigation
system with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
988*
A boxed as new 9025K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
989*
Two boxed as new Blitzwolf BWSDB2 sound bars.
£40 - 60
990*
Two boxed as new Blitzwolf BWSDB2 sound bars.
£40 - 60
991*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
992*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
993*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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994*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
995
Eleven boxes of LP/Single records
and a box of DVDs, CDs and games.
£30 - 40
996
A quantity of maritime books.
£30 - 40
997*
A boxed as new Gero 9698H car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
998*
A boxed as new 6061K car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
999*
A boxed as new Rade 6007X car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1000*
A boxed as new 7698X car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1001*
A boxed as new 7698X car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1002
Admiralty books by the United
Kingdom Hydrographic Office,
include approximately eighty
volumes 2018/2019 and 2019/2020.
£40 - 80
1003
Admiralty shipping maps, world wide
interest in four boxes.
£30 - 60
1004*
Imray shipping maps and Admiralty
leisure chart folio, ships compass
and binoculars, etc.
£30 - 60
1005
Admiralty shipping maps, world wide
interest in four boxes.
£30 - 60
1006*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80

1007*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1008*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1009*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1010*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1011*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1012*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1013
A Swan double fryer and an Ace grill
plate.
£30 - 40
1014*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fixtures, fitting and
household items.
£30 - 40
1015*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1016*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1017*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1018*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1019*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1020*
Four wheeled stage/rehearsal
mirrors, approximately 6ft x 4ft.
£450 - 550
1021
A brass bedstead.
£20 - 30

1022
An office desk and chair.
£30 - 40
1023
Twelve metal legged tables
(Assorted sizes).
£40 - 60
1024
A quantity of sports and leisure
equipment and a pressure cooker.
£20 - 30
1025*
Three boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1026*
Three boxes of as new miscellaneous
items to include tools and household
items.
£30 - 40
1027*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1028*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1029*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1030*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1031*
Two boxed as new Blitzwolf BWSDB2 sound bars.
£40 - 60
1032*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1033*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1034*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1035*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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1036*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1037*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1038*
Two boxed as new Blitzwolf BWSDB2 sound bars.
£40 - 60
1039*
A boxed as new Rade 9698X car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1040*
A boxed as new Rade 730LK car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1041*
A boxed as new 6061K car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1042*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1043*
Four boxes of as new miscellaneous
items to include household items.
£30 - 40
1044*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1045*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1046*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1047*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1048*
A box of assorted as new Blitzwolf
wireless audio items to include
earbuds, speakers, smart sockets
and transmitters/receivers
(Approximately 30 items).
£80 - 100

1049*
A pair of boxed as new Eachine
EV200D 5.8G 3D FPV goggles.
£40 - 60
1050*
Nine assorted boxed as new action
cameras to include Camara
Deportiva.
£40 - 60
1051*
A box of assorted as new Blitzwolf
wireless audio items to include
earbuds, speakers, smart sockets
and transmitters/receivers
(Approximately 30 items).
£80 - 100
1052*
Three boxed as new action cameras;
a Thieye Native 4K T5 Edge, SooCoo
C20 and an Eken H9R.
£30 - 40
1053*
A boxed as new SJCAM SJ7 Star
action cam 2.0" touch screen
together with a SJCAM SJ4000 Air
action camera.
£30 - 40
1054*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1055*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1056*
Two boxed as new Blitzwolf BWSDB2 sound bars.
£40 - 60
1057*
Two boxed as new Blitzwolf BWSDB2 sound bars.
£40 - 60
1058*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1059*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1060*
Four boxes of as new miscellaneous
items to include household items.
£30 - 40

1061*
A boxed as new Rade 7699K car GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1062*
A boxed as new Gero 7608X GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1063*
A boxed as new Rade 7301K DVD
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1064*
A boxed as new 7041H car DVD
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1065*
A boxed as new 7041H car DVD
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1066*
A boxed as new 7041X GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1067*
A boxed as new Rade 7640X car
multimedia system.
£20 - 30
1068*
Two Eachine VRD3 customized VR
goggles, a pair of Eachine 5.8G FPV
VR goggles and a pair of Aomway
Commander Goggles V2 (All boxed
as new).
£30 - 40
1069*
Five pairs of boxed as new Eachine
EV100FPV goggles.
£60 - 80
1070*
Five assorted boxed as new Android
TV boxes.
£30 - 40
1071*
Five boxed as new H96 Max/Mini TV
boxes.
£30 - 40
1072*
Five boxed as new H96 Max + 4K
ultra HD TV boxes.
£30 - 40
1073*
Five boxed as new H96 Max + 4K
ultra HD TV boxes.
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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1074*
Four boxed as new H96 Max + 4K
ultra HD TV boxes.
£30 - 40
1075*
Assorted as new Smart Home Hub
items and accessories to include
Broad Link Aoara (Approximately 45
items).
£80 - 100
1076*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1077*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1078*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1079*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1080*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1081*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1082*
Two boxes of assorted as new
computer accessories and
keyboards.
£40 - 60
1083*
A quantity of as new Sonoff home
automation switches (Approximately
45 items).
£40 - 60
1084*
A box of assorted as new Blitzwolf
wireless audio items to include
earbuds, speakers, smart sockets
and transmitters/receivers
(Approximately 30 items).
£80 - 100
1085*
A quantity of as new
earphones/headphones to include
U8 Play Bluetooth, X8 Play, Dacom,
MI and Edifier (Approximately 40
items).
£40 - 60

1086*
Four boxes of as new miscellaneous
items to include household items.
£30 - 40
1087*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1088*
A boxed as new 7301K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1089*
A boxed as new Gero 7608X GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1090*
A boxed as new 7301K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1091*
A boxed as new Rade 6061K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1092*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1093*
Four boxes of as new miscellaneous
items to include household items.
£30 - 40
1094*
Four boxes of as new miscellaneous
items to include household items.
£30 - 40
1095*
Four boxes of as new miscellaneous
items to include household items.
£30 - 40
1096*
Xiaomi Mijia 1S robot vacuum
SDJQR03RR.
£60 - 80
1097*
Xiaomi Mijia 1S robot vacuum
SDJQR03RR.
£60 - 80
1098*
Xiaomi Mijia 1S robot vacuum
SDJQR03RR.
£60 - 80
1099*
Xiaomi Mijia 1S robot vacuum
SDJQR03RR.
£60 - 80

1100*
Four boxes of as new miscellaneous
items to include household items.
£30 - 40
1101*
Four boxes of as new miscellaneous
items to include household items.
£30 - 40
1102*
Four boxes of as new miscellaneous
items to include household items.
£30 - 40
1103*
Xiaomi Mijia 1S robot vacuum
SDJQR03RR.
£60 - 80
1104*
A boxed as new Rade 7608K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1105*
A boxed as new Rade 7028X GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1106*
A boxed as new Rade 7301K DVD
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1107*
A boxed as new Rade 7608K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1108*
A boxed as new Rade 7681K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1109*
Four boxed as new Innovation
Beyond Imagination portable LCD
digital microscopes.
£30 - 40
1110*
Seven as new BT intercom headsets
for motorcyclists and skiers.
£30 - 40
1111*
Four boxed as new Eachine VR
items; VR007 Pro, 5.8G FPV VR
goggles and two VRD3 customised
goggles.
£30 - 40
1112*
Four boxed as new H96 Max + 4K
ultra HD TV boxes.
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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1113*
Four boxed as new H96 Max + 4K
ultra HD TV boxes.
£30 - 40
1114*
Four boxed as new H96 Max + 4K
ultra HD TV boxes.
£30 - 40
1115*
Four boxed as new MeCool M8S Pro
Android TV boxes.
£30 - 40
1116*
Four boxed as new MeCool M8S Pro
Android TV boxes.
£30 - 40
1117*
A boxed as new Xiaomi Smartmi 2S
frequency conversion DC floor fan.
£30 - 40
1118*
Four boxes of as new miscellaneous
items to include household items.
£30 - 40
1119*
Four boxes of as new tools,
accessories and related items.
£40 - 60
1120*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1121*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1122*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1123*
Four boxes of as new miscellaneous
items to include household items.
£30 - 40
1124*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc
£40 - 60
1125*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1126*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60

1127*
Blitzwolf BW-SW2 70W turbo 2.4G
wireless subwoofer.
£30 - 40
1128*
Blitzwolf BW-SW2 70W turbo 2.4G
wireless subwoofer.
£30 - 40
1129*
Blitzwolf BW-SW2 70W turbo 2.4G
wireless subwoofer.
£30 - 40
1130*
Blitzwolf BW-SW2 70W turbo 2.4G
wireless subwoofer.
£30 - 40
1131*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1132*
Four boxes of as new miscellaneous
items to include household items.
£30 - 40
1133*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1134*
A stillage of as new electrical items,
electronic components, electrical
accessories etc (Stillage not
included).
£40 - 60
1135*
A boxed as new Mi Air Purifier 2S.
£30 - 40
1136*
A boxed as new Mi Air Purifier 2S.
£30 - 40
1137*
A boxed as new Mi Air Purifier 2S.
£30 - 40
1138*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1139*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1140*
A boxed as new Gero 7608X GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30

1141*
A boxed as new 7882X car
multimedia system.
£20 - 30
1142*
A boxed as new Rade 8405K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1143*
A boxed as new Rade 8405K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1144*
A boxed as new Rade 5002X GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1145*
A boxed as new 9682X DVD
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1146*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1147*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1148*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1149*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1150*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1151*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1152*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1153*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
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1154*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1155*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1156*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1157*
A boxed as new Rade 7608K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1158*
A boxed as new Rade 7608K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1159*
A boxed as new Rade 7684X GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1160*
A boxed as new Rade 7301K DVD
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1161*
A boxed as new 7505X car
multimedia system.
£20 - 30
1162*
A boxed as new Gero 7608X GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1163*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc
£40 - 60
1164*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1165*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1166*
Seven as new BT intercom headsets
for motorcyclists and skiers.
£30 - 40

1167*
A boxed as new NVR Max Support
6TB wireless HD CCTV system.
£40 - 60
1168*
Three H96 Max 4K ultra HD TV
boxes, two TX 3 Mini TV boxes, a TT
TV box and a Rockchip H96 Max TV
box (All boxed as new).
£40 - 60
1169*
Three boxed as new MeCool M8S
Pro Android TV boxes together with
three boxed as new H96 Max + 4K
ultra HD TV boxes.
£40 - 60
1170*
Four boxed as new MeCool M8S Pro
Android TV boxes.
£30 - 40
1171*
Four boxed as new MeCool M8S Pro
Android TV boxes.
£30 - 40
1172*
Four boxed as new MeCool M8S Pro
Android TV boxes.
£30 - 40
1173*
Four boxes of as new electrical
items, electronic components,
electrical accessories etc.
£40 - 60
1174*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1175*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1176*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1177*
A boxed as new Roborock S502
robotic vacuum.
£60 - 80
1178*
Four boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
1179*
Four boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60

1180*
Four boxes of assorted as new
shavers/clippers, digital
thermometers, hairdryers and other
items.
£40 - 60
1181*
A boxed as new Rade 6061K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1182*
A boxed as new Rade 7039X DVD
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1183*
A boxed as new 9682X DVD
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1184*
A boxed as new Rade 6061K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1185*
A boxed as new Rade 6061K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1186*
A boxed as new 7014X GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1187*
Four boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
1188*
Four boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
1189*
Four boxes of as new electronic
components/electrical accessories.
£40 - 60
1190*
Six pushchairs/buggies together with
a quantity of assorted booster
seats/car seats.
£30 - 40
1191*
A boxed as new Bosch Flexidome IP
Starlight 6000 VR outdoor dome
security camera.
£200 - 220

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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1192*
A boxed as new Bosch Flexidome IP
Starlight 6000 VR outdoor dome
security camera.
£200 - 220
1193*
A boxed as new Bosch Flexidome IP
Starlight 7000 VR outdoor dome
security camera.
£200 - 220
1194*
A boxed as new Bosch Flexidome IP
Starlight 6000 VR outdoor dome
security camera.
£200 - 220
1195*
A quantity of Staples toner
cartridges compatible with Samsung
and Brother (Approximately 40).
£40 - 60
1196*
A quantity of Staples toner
cartridges compatible with Brother
(Approximately 40).
£40 - 60
1197*
A quantity of Staples toner
cartridges compatible with Hewlett
Packard and Brother (Approximately
40).
£40 - 60
1198*
A quantity of Staples toner
cartridges compatible with Brother
(Approximately 40).
£40 - 60
1199*
A quantity of Staples toner
cartridges compatible with Brother
(Approximately 40).
£40 - 60
1200*
A tray of assorted jams and
preserves to include Fortnum &
Masons, Harrods.
£30 - 40
1201*
A tray of assorted jams and
preserves to include Fortnum &
Masons, Harrods.
£30 - 40
1202*
Fifteen Manuka honeys (15 x 500g),
ten Manuka honeys (10 x 250g), and
one Manuka honey (340g) all with
assorted MGO.
£40 - 60
1203
A quantity of food items.
£30 - 40

1204*
Five boxes of assorted food items to
include preserves, sauces, olive oil,
tinned foods and related items.
£40 - 60
1205*
A box of assorted sharps to include
scissors, nail clippers and nail files.
£20 - 30
1206
Three pre-owned BB guns (Over 18s
only).
£20 - 30
1207*
A DMA Escape motorised wheelchair
with charger.
£60 - 80
1208*
A Shoprider Sovereign mobility
scooter with charger.
£60 - 80
1209*
Two boxed as new Coco de Mer
Emma remote control Love Egg
Vibrators (Over 18's only).
£30 - 40
1210*
Two boxed as new Coco de Mer
Emma remote control Love Egg
Vibrators (Over 18's only).
£30 - 40
1211*
Two boxed as new Coco de Mer
Emma remote control Love Egg
Vibrators (Over 18's only).
£30 - 40
1212*
Two boxed as new Jonathan Adler
Versailles set of 4 porcelain coaster
sets.
£30 - 40
1213*
Two boxed as new Jonathan Adler
Versailles set of 4 porcelain coaster
sets.
£30 - 40
1214*
Seven as new assorted Designers
Guild reed diffusers.
£20 - 30
1215*
A quantity of room diffusers and
room scents to include Vanilla Blanc,
Med by MSC, Jo Malone, The White
Company (Approximately 10 items).
£30 - 40
1216*
Ten boxed as new Skinny Dip iPhone
cases in various designs for 6/7/8
Plus, 6/7/8 and X/Xs.
£30 - 40

1217*
One boxed Hardy Ultralite FWDD fly
reel/2000 (2/3/4).
£30 - 40
1218*
Two boxed as new Molton Brown
reed diffusers and a Provence
Lavender reed diffuser and refill.
£20 - 30
1219*
One boxed as new Victron Energy
Smart Solar Charger Controller MPPT
250/100-Tr.
£250 - 300
1220*
A boxed as new Multi Function
portable solar generator.
£30 - 40
1221*
Two boxed as new Coco de Mer
Emma remote control Love Egg
Vibrators (Over 18's only).
£30 - 40
1222*
Two boxed as new Coco de Mer
Emma remote control Love Egg
Vibrators (Over 18's only).
£30 - 40
1223*
Two boxed as new Coco de Mer
Emma remote control Love Egg
Vibrators (Over 18's only).
£30 - 40
1224*
Two boxed as new Coco de Mer
Emma remote control Love Egg
Vibrators (Over 18's only).
£30 - 40
1225*
Two boxed as new Coco de Mer
Emma remote control Love Egg
Vibrators (Over 18's only).
£30 - 40
1226*
Two boxed as new Olympus 10 x 50
DPS I binoculars.
£20 - 30
1227*
Two boxed as new Olympus 10 x 50
DPS I binoculars.
£20 - 30
1228*
Two boxed as new Olympus 10 x 50
DPS I binoculars.
£20 - 30
1229*
Two boxed as new Olympus 10 x 50
DPS I binoculars.
£20 - 30
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1230*
A quantity of napkins and tea towels
with William Morris's Brother Rabbit
and Strawberry Thief designs (Eleven
packs of four napkins and five tea
towels).
£30 - 40
1231*
A boxed as new Biolite Camp Stove
2, turns fire into electricity.
£30 - 40
1232*
One boxed as new Victron Energy
Blue Smart IP22 charger.
£30 - 40
1233*
One boxed as new Victron Energy
Blue Smart IP22 charger.
£30 - 40
1234*
One boxed as new Yale Assure Lock
SL (YRD256ZW2619) and two boxed
as new Kit Lock battery operated
cabinet locks (KL 1050).
£60 - 80
1235*
Two boxed as new Coco de Mer
Emma remote control Love Egg
Vibrators (Over 18's only).
£30 - 40
1236*
Two boxed as new Coco de Mer
Emma remote control Love Egg
Vibrators (Over 18's only).
£30 - 40
1237*
Two boxed as new Coco de Mer
Emma remote control Love Egg
Vibrators (Over 18's only).
£30 - 40
1238*
Two boxed as new Coco de Mer
Emma remote control Love Egg
Vibrators (Over 18's only).
£30 - 40
1239*
Two boxed as new Coco de Mer
Emma remote control Love Egg
Vibrators (Over 18's only).
£30 - 40
1240*
Two boxed as new Olympus 10 x 50
DPS I binoculars.
£20 - 30
1241*
A boxed as new Blue Smart IP22
charger (12V/15A)
£30 - 40

1242*
A boxed as new Somnox Sleep Robot
pillow.
£100 - 120
1243*
Fourteen signed prints of Justify the
2018 Triple Crown winner.
£30 - 40
1244*
Nine boxed as new Festool 203994
Working knives (Over 18's only).
£30 - 40
1245*
A Culti Milano Foglie Di Cassis Musk
diffuser (No reeds included).
£20 - 30
1246*
A quantity of Lilysilk 100% natural
silk bedding.
£40 - 60
1247*
A boxed as new Rade 6007X car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1248*
A boxed as new 6061K car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1249*
A boxed as new Rade 7402X car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1250*
A boxed as new 7698X car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1251*
A boxed as new Rade 9698X car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1252*
A boxed as new car navigation
system.
£20 - 30
1253*
A boxed as new car navigation
system.
£20 - 30
1254*
A boxed as new Sharing Digital car
multimedia system.
£20 - 30

1255*
A boxed as new 7511H car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1256*
A boxed as new Rade 7699K car GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1257*
A boxed as new Rade 7301K DVD
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1258*
A boxed as new Gero 7698H car GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1259*
A boxed as new Rade 8405K car GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1260*
A boxed as new Gero 6007X car GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1261*
A boxed as new Rade 8405K car GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1262*
A boxed as new Rade 7507X DVD
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1263*
A boxed as new Gero 7511H car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1264*
A boxed as new Rade 7301K DVD
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1265*
A boxed as new Gero 7698H car GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1266*
A boxed as new Gero 746H car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

1267*
A boxed as new Gero 9698H car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1268*
A boxed as new Rade 7402X car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1269*
A boxed as new 7698X car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1270*
A boxed as new Rade 9698X car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1271*
A boxed as new Rade 9698X DVD
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1272*
A boxed as new Rade 7699K car GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1273*
A boxed as new Rade 7640X car
multimedia system.
£20 - 30
1274*
A boxed as new Rade 7301K DVD
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1275*
A boxed as new Rade 9698X car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1276*
A boxed as new Rade 8405K car GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1277*
A boxed as new 7041X GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1278*
A boxed as new Rade 7301K DVD
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30

1279*
A boxed as new Rade 8405K car GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1280*
A boxed as new Rade 7301K DVD
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1281*
A boxed as new Rade 7640X car
multimedia system.
£20 - 30
1282*
A boxed as new Gero 1004K car
multimedia system.
£20 - 30
1283*
A boxed as new 6061K car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1284*
A boxed as new Rade 7699K car GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1285*
A boxed as new 7610X GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1286*
A boxed as new 1004K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1287*
A boxed as new 9802K DVD
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1288*
A boxed as new 9802K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1289*
A boxed as new 9007K GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30
1290*
A boxed as new 9007K car GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30

1291*
A boxed as new car navigation
system.
£20 - 30
1292*
Two boxed as new Fujifilm instax
mini 9 instant cameras in smoky
white.
£20 - 30
1293*
Two boxed as new Fujifilm instax
mini 9 instant cameras in smoky
white.
£20 - 30
1294*
Three boxed as new Fujifilm instax
mini 9 instant cameras in smoky
white.
£30 - 40
1295*
Two boxed as new Fujifilm instax
mini 9 instant cameras in smoky
white.
£20 - 30
1296*
Two boxed as new Fujifilm instax
mini 9 instant cameras in smoky
white.
£20 - 30
1297*
Two boxed as new Fujifilm instax
mini 9 instant cameras in smoky
white.
£20 - 30
1298*
Two boxed as new Fujifilm instax
mini 9 instant cameras in smoky
white.
£20 - 30
1299*
Two boxed as new Fujifilm instax
mini 9 instant cameras in smoky
white.
£20 - 30
1300*
Two boxed as new Fujifilm instax
mini 9 instant cameras in smoky
white.
£20 - 30
1301*
A boxed as new Sharing Digital car
multimedia system.
£20 - 30
1302*
A boxed as new Sharing Digital car
multimedia system.
£20 - 30
1303*
A boxed as new car entertainment
and navigation system.
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

1304*
A boxed as new Sharing Digital car
multimedia system.
£20 - 30
1305*
Two as new incase Hardshell cases
13" for MacBook Pro and one as new
incase ICON sleeve featuring
Tensaerlite for MacBook Pro.
£20 - 30
1306*
A boxed as new car entertainment
and navigation system.
£20 - 30
1307*
A boxed as new car entertainment
and navigation system.
£20 - 30
1308*
One boxed as new Dolby conference
phone VCP9000.
£150 - 180
1309*
One boxed as new Dolby conference
phone VCP9000.
£150 - 180
1310*
One boxed as new Dolby conference
phone VCP9000.
£150 - 180
1311*
A boxed as new Rade 7402X car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1312*
A boxed as new Rade 7402X car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1313*
A boxed as new Gero 9698H car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1314*
A boxed as new Rade 730LK car
multimedia system DVD navigation
with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1315*
A boxed as new Rade 7640X car
multimedia system.
£20 - 30
1316*
A boxed as new Gero 746H car GPS
navigation system with capacitive
screen.
£20 - 30

1317*
A quantity of as new assorted Nerf
Guns and a quantity of new toys and
sporting items.
£40 - 60
1318*
Six boxes of assorted miscellaneous
items to include, souvenirs, toys,
snow globes and related items.
£40 - 60
1319*
Six boxes of assorted miscellaneous
items to include toys, souvenirs,
snow globes, ice skates and related
items.
£30 - 40
1320*
Four boxes of assorted
miscellaneous items to include toys,
umbrellas, souvenirs, books and
related items.
£30 - 40
1321*
A quantity of miscellaneous items to
include one boxed as new Babymoov
Hygro+ whisper quiet and
programmable humidifier, one PureClean-Love Wax Warmer, a quantity
of Ariel and Fairy washing detergent
and a quantity of yarns.
£30 - 40
1322*
Eight boxed as new Pall Corporation
Oeno Clear II filters.
£30 - 40
1323*
Three boxed as new Atera Giro
Speed bicycle carriers (Part 082221).
£30 - 40
1324*
One boxed as new USTM reverse
osmosis system RO8 (Under sink
water filtration system).
£30 - 40
1325*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1326*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1327*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1328*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60

1329*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1330*
A boxed as new Mi Robot vacuum
SDJQ022R.
£40 - 60
1331*
A quantity of boxed as new Kate
Spade New York glasses cases in
green and turquois (Approximately
60 cases).
£30 - 40
1332*
One boxed as new Harmony
Furnishings four drawer bedroom
chest in white.
£20 - 30
1333*
One boxed as new Staples Parsall
fabric computer and desk stool in
black (50231-CC).
£20 - 30
1334*
One boxed as new Kingston-B 2017
Model chicken coop.
£20 - 30
1335*
A boxed as new Samsung 7 series
50" TV (ue50nu720k).
£120 - 150
1336*
A Samsung 7 series 43" TV
(ue43nu7020k) not in original box .
£70 - 80
1337*
A boxed as new Samsung 7 series
49" TV (Ue49nu7100).
£120 - 150
1338*
A boxed as new Samsung 7 series
43" TV (ue43nu7020k).
£100 - 120
1339*
A boxed as new Samsung 7 series
43" TV (ue43nu7020k).
£100 - 120
1340*
Eight boxed as new Greenland Twin
five foot 220-240V 50Hz LED lights
(PC Body/ PC Diffuser/ SS Clips).
£30 - 40
1341*
One Jet Bed G-18-26.
£60 - 80

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

1342*
A quantity of as new fancy dress
costumes and related items to
include one Secret Wishes Harley
Quinn costume (XS), one Super
Mario Donkey Kong deluxe adult
costume (XXL) and twelve My Other
Me Wigs With Curlers.
£20 - 30
1343*
One boxed as new desk and chair for
children's study C70SN/C80SN in
blue and white.
£20 - 30
1344*
Three boxed as new Uten mini
multifunctional household sewing
machines (UEA001).
£30 - 40
1345*
A quantity of boxed as new Philips
Hue personal wireless lighting to
include one colour ambiance bloom,
one white and colour balance
Lightstrip Plus, one wireless dimming
kit E27, one single bulb E27 and one
single bulb B22.
£20 - 30
1346*
Three boxed as new Uten mini
multifunctional household sewing
machines (UEA001).
£30 - 40
1347*
A quantity of as new Arteza artist's
materials to include fourteen canvas
panels (30cm x 40cm), sixty premium
acrylic colours (22ml), fourteen
premium acrylic colours (120ml) and
one set of forty two pottery and clay
sculpting tools.
£20 - 30
1348*
One boxed as new Alen T500 HEPA
air purifier in silver and white.
£30 - 40
1349*
A Nortel MG1010 Media Gateway
Chassis (Possibly pre-owned).
£40 - 60
1350*
One boxed as new square tube and
pipe towel rail KUB512C (1200 x
500mm) and one bathroom mirror
defogger (250 x 600mm).
£20 - 30
1351*
A boxed as new Abis automatic hand
dryer in polished chrome (Excel-9).
£30 - 40

1352*
A boxed as new Abis automatic hand
dryer in polished chrome (Excel-9).
£30 - 40
1353*
A boxed as new Abis automatic hand
dryer in polished chrome (Excel-9).
£30 - 40
1354*
A boxed as new Abis automatic hand
dryer in polished chrome (Excel-9).
£30 - 40
1355*
Two boxes of fiction/non
fiction/reference books and one box
of miscellaneous items and related
items.
£20 - 30
1356*
A quantity of miscellaneous as new
furniture to include one Cameo
three drawer bedside cabinet,
numerous barstools and a nest of
tables in mirror and gold finish.
£30 - 40
1357*
One boxed as new Humanscale M8
monitor arm.
£30 - 40
1358*
One boxed as new Humanscale M8
monitor arm.
£30 - 40
1359*
One Sphero Star Wars R2-D2 AppEnabled Droid, one Sphero Star Wars
BB-8 App-Enabled Droid, one POP
Movies Alien vinyl figure, one Sphero
Star Wars Force Band and a quantity
of Warhammer data cards and dice,
all as new.
£20 - 30
1360*
Twelve boxed as new Jilong
inflatable pocket fashion designer
loungers/lilos (188cm x 72cm).
£20 - 30
1361*
Two Mini LED moving head wash
light and one Stag Pro Lighting LED
moving head light.
£30 - 40

1362*
A quantity of as new and pre-owned
toys, games and related items to
include two boxed as new Disney
Princess My First Trike, one Mama
Dolls NPK collection realistic baby
doll, one boxed as new Halo Master
Chief children's helmet and twelve
as new Globo transparent water
rifles.
£40 - 60
1363*
One boxed as new Rockville RDS40
portable DJ/guitar/drum/keyboard
padded adjustable throne/chair and
one Homy Casa computer desk in
steel and wood.
£30 - 40
1364*
A quantity of as new gaming mouse
mats in various designs to include
Assasins Creed and Manga
(Approximately 50).
£30 - 40
1365*
Five suitcases of assorted books and
related items.
£20 - 30
1366*
One boxed as new Stairville MH-110
Wash LED Moving Head.
£40 - 60
1367*
One boxed as new Stairville MH-110
Wash LED Moving Head.
£40 - 60
1368*
One boxed as new Stairville MH-110
Wash LED Moving Head.
£40 - 60
1369*
One boxed as new Stairville MH-110
Wash LED Moving Head.
£40 - 60
1370*
One boxed as new Stairville MH-110
Wash LED Moving Head.
£40 - 60
1371*
One boxed as new Stairville MH-110
Wash LED Moving Head.
£40 - 60
1372*
Three boxes of miscellaneous items.
£20 - 30
1373*
Twelve packs of as new Bristle Blocks
basic builders sets (85 pieces).
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

1374*
A large quantity of children's toys
and games.
£30 - 40
1375*
Seven as new Aguilar Carry Bags for
ToneHammer 350.
£30 - 40
1376*
A boxed as new Teeth Whitening
LED Bleaching System (KY-M208B).
£100 - 150
1377*
One Alien M56 Smartgun from
Hollywood Collectibles Group (Needs
repairing).
£30 - 40
1378*
Thirty boxed as new U Studio
Matthew Taylor Wilson Everything Is
Going To Be Ok stoneware mugs.
£30 - 40
1379*
Four boxed as new Morphy Richards
Breeze steam irons and one boxed
as new Weber Go-Anywhere
charcoal grill barbecue.
£30 - 40
1380*
Two boxed as new Igenix IG2071
20ltr manual microwaves (700W).
£20 - 30
1381*
One Nespresso Gemini 220
Commercial two cup coffee machine.
£60 - 80
1382*
Fourteen as new Jamie Oliver
Vintage Italian Style pizza boards.
£40 - 60
1383*
Twelve boxed as new Lloytron
Kitchen Perfected travel kettle E886
(0.9 litre).
£30 - 40
1384*
Fourteen as new Jamie Oliver
Vintage Italian Style pizza boards.
£40 - 60
1385*
Two boxed as new Igenix IG2071
20ltr manual microwaves (700W).
£20 - 30

1386*
A quantity of as new cups, mugs,
vacuum jugs and related items to
include one Thermos Solarwinds
flask (940ml), two Elia shatterproof
stainless steel vacuum jugs and one
Contigo Thermolock vacuum
insulation cup.
£20 - 30
1387*
A shelf of miscellaneous items to
include bag of bags, bag of toys, bag
of rain covers.
£20 - 30
1388*
A quantity of bathroom and kitchen
related items to include one boxed
as new back to wall pan (Excluding
seat) and one hand dryer.
£20 - 30
1389*
A shelf of assorted miscellaneous
items to include a car seat, trolley,
skateboard and pumps.
£20 - 30
1390*
A pair of Next check curtains (Size
unknown).
£20 - 30
1391*
Three boxed as new Vogels Universal
TV wall mounts (WALL 3315).
£30 - 40
1392*
One boxed as new Away The CarryOn suitcase in dark green (ECH
initials marked on the case).
£30 - 40
1393*
A boxed as new IRobot Roomba
indoor robot vacuum cleaner (676).
£40 - 60
1394*
A boxed as new IRobot Roomba
indoor robot vacuum cleaner (676).
£40 - 60
1395*
A quantity of disposable cups, mugs,
water bottles, paper muffin cases
and birchwood stirrers.
£20 - 30
1396*
A shelf of assorted miscellaneous
items to include umbrellas, walking
aids, tent and tool boxes.
£20 - 30
1397*
A quantity of various framed and
unframed prints.
£20 - 30

1398*
One boxed as new Globo children's
trampoline (Height 180cm, diameter
140cm) and one boxed as new
Rimini deck chair with arms (69cm x
100cm x 840cm).
£20 - 30
1399*
A large quantity of bags, backpacks,
holdalls and related items.
£30 - 40
1400*
Five boxed as new Too Faced better
than sex Tote bags.
£20 - 30
1401
A quantity of assorted new and preowned electrical items and
accessories (All untested, sold as
seen).
£30 - 60
1402*
Five boxed as new Wylex NM206/40
two way 40A Main Switch Metal
Consumer Units and ten boxes of ten
as new Wylex B32 type B 32A
miniature circuit breakers and
contact shields.
£40 - 60
1403*
Twenty four as new Walther Strong
Ultimate duct tape 50mm x 50m.
£20 - 30
1404*
Twenty four as new Walther Strong
Ultimate duct tape 50mm x 50m.
£20 - 30
1405*
A quantity of miscellaneous items to
include an inner scan body
compression monitor and hand fans.
£30 - 40
1406*
One boxed as new Clutch Chairz
Pewdiepie Edition - Throttle Series
gaming chair in black and red.
£80 - 100
1407*
One boxed as new Digital Ultrasonic
Cleaner Model: PS-100A.
£30 - 40
1408*
A quantity of boxed as new JCC LED
down lighters (Approximately 20).
£30 - 40
1409*
A quantity of Drager head harnesses
and cable connectors.
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

1410*
Two boxes of assorted new/used
tools.
£20 - 30
1411*
Five boxed as new Topstar
OP20UG23E Open Point SY office
swivel chairs in grey.
£40 - 60
1412*
A quantity of electrical items to
include outdoor lamps, emergency
lamps and torches.
£30 - 40
1413*
Twelve packs of AMD form maxi
incontinence pad (20 per pack).
£10 - 20
1414*
A quantity of Robin Gentry McGees
organic whole meal replacement
(Liquid hope).
£20 - 30
1415*
A quantity of stationery and related
items to include notepads, glue and
labels.
£20 - 30
1416*
A quantity of household furniture to
include TV stands, bedside cabinet
and chairs.
£30 - 40
1417*
Four boxes of Ramboldi screw cap
sterile containers with no labels (50
x 250ml).
£20 - 30
1418*
Ten as new BOC Emergency
Resuscitation equipment cases (Case
only).
£20 - 30
1419*
One pre-owned Pitney Bowes DM60
K700 digital mailing system.
£20 - 30
1420*
A quantity of Loctek 2 in 1 universal
tablet desk stands and wall mount
brackets.
£20 - 30

1421*
A quantity of as new male grooming
items to include one Philips Style
Shaver QS6161, one Remington
Beard Kit, one Wahl Groomsman,
one boxed as new Oral-B PRO 600
and one Philips Sonicare electric
toothbrush and two boxed as new
Voyor blackhead removers.
£30 - 40
1422*
A boxed as new Mr Fredricks Egg
large garden ornament in green
50cm (AGG0247).
£30 - 40
1423*
A quantity of pet related items to
include dog silencer and New Age
pet bed.
£30 - 40
1424*
A large quantity of medical and
related items.
£30 - 40
1425*
A quantity of as new The Lazy Panda
animal thank you cards with
envelopes (Packs of twelve,
approximately 60).
£20 - 30
1426*
Six boxed as new Your Sandman
Cooling Gel Pillows.
£20 - 30
1427*
Fifty boxed as new Oral B Tydopont
demonstration teeth models.
£20 - 30
1428*
A quantity of food, drink and related
items to include John West tuna,
Thai style green curry spice and
Taylors Espresso beans.
£20 - 30
1429*
Six boxed as new Umbra Tesora Raw
jewellery boxes.
£30 - 40
1430*
Ten boxed as new Ozeri Fascina
electric wine openers with built-in
foil cutters.
£20 - 30
1431*
One boxed as new Nespresso CitiZ
coffee machine in black.
£30 - 40
1432*
One boxed as new Nespresso CitiZ
coffee machine in black.
£30 - 40

1433*
A quantity of boxed as new German
novelty ornaments to include
Lumberjack tealight tables, small
snowglobes - funny cars with
snowmen and Santa Claus and Knox
Smoking Houses.
£40 - 60
1434*
A quantity of music and film related
cups and glasses to include ACDC,
Queen and Harry Potter.
£30 - 40
1435*
A boxed as new air heater KW2.05.0.
£20 - 30
1436*
One boxed as new Svelte shower
column L900 with integrated wall
outlet, one boxed as new Sharp 1.5B
under mount sink (W206328) and
one boxed as new Plados Telma
mixer tap in black (MIS66).
£30 - 40
1437*
Five boxed as new Mechline
Catertap WRCT-500ML3 (Half-inch
twin mixer taps with levers and
swivel spout).
£40 - 50
1438*
Five boxed as new Mechline
Catertap WRCT-500ML3 (Half-inch
twin mixer taps with levers and
swivel spout).
£40 - 50
1439*
A large quantity of household
related items to include pillows,
large candle and a radiant glass
panel heater.
£30 - 40
1440*
One boxed as new Mauviel
M'Heritage 2.5mm copper saucepan
with lid (0.8 quart).
£30 - 40
1441*
A quantity of Sanderson non woven
wallpaper (Approximately 10 rolls).
£20 - 30
1442*
Three boxed as new Tatay Nature
Asiento WC toilet seats (4402202).
£20 - 30
1443*
Three boxed as new Tatay Nature
Asiento WC toilet seats (4402202).
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

1444*
Six boxed as new Brandani Peonia
Collection New Bone China teapots
with cups in white.
£20 - 30
1445*
A large quantity of household
related items to include cushions,
plate sets and Zara bedding.
£30 - 40
1446*
A boxed as new Krups Sub home
draft beer system.
£20 - 30
1447*
Two boxed as new Aucma stand
mixers in black (SM-1502X).
£30 - 40
1448*
Six boxed as new Judge Mini Rice
Cookers in white.
£20 - 30
1449*
Six boxed as new Judge Mini Rice
Cookers in white.
£20 - 30
1450*
One boxed as new Sharp YC-MG81
28L 900W microwave with 1100W
grill and touch control.
£20 - 30
1451*
One boxed as new Sharp YC-MG81
28L 900W microwave with 1100W
grill and touch control.
£20 - 30
1452*
Seven as new Belledorm Hotel Suite
luxury cotton pillows (74cm x 48cm).
£20 - 30
1453*
Two boxed as new mini PC's.
£30 - 40
1454*
Two boxed as new mini PC's.
£30 - 40
1455*
Two boxed as new mini PC's.
£30 - 40
1456*
A boxed as new car DVD navigation
system with capacitive screen.
£20 - 30
1457*
Eleven as new Garmin 010-11076-02
NMEA 2000 10m Backbone cables.
£30 - 40

1458*
A quantity of plug-in electronic pest
control repellers for spiders, mice
and mosquitoes (Approximately 50).
£30 - 40
1459*
A quantity of as new Ruesious
Tempered Glass screen protectors
for iPhone 7 Plus/8 Plus (Two per
pack), Transparent phone cases for
iPhone 7 Plus/8 Plus and Ring
Premium Phone Kickstands.
£30 - 40
1460*
Three boxed as new Mini PC with EU
adaptors.
£30 - 40
1461*
A boxed as new HP CE516A-RFB
Transfer Kit and a boxed as new HP
CE515A Fuser Kit.
£30 - 40
1462*
A large quantity of non woven over
shoes.
£10 - 20
1463*
A box of tools to include spanners,
allen keys, bike tools, pliers and a
box of miscellaneous items to
include toys.
£20 - 30
1464*
A quantity of advertisement stands
and related items.
£10 - 20
1465*
A quantity of boxed as new Silicone
kitchen utensils sets (Approximately
25 sets).
£30 - 40
1466*
A boxed as new Blagdon Amphibous
water pump for ponds (P9000).
£20 - 30
1467*
A crate of umbrellas, posters,
walking aids and a box of camping
items and related items (Crate not
included).
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

These Conditions of Sale and Business constitute the contract between Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA (the “Auctioneer”) and the seller, on the one hand, and
the buyer on the other. By bidding at the auction, you agree to be bound by these terms.
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1. Introduction. The following informative notes are intended to
those inexperienced or new to our salerooms. All sales are
Conditions of Sale which are readily available for inspection
catalogues. Our staff will be happy to help you if there is
understand.
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2. Agency. As auctioneers we usually contract as agents for the seller whose identity, for reasons
of confidentiality, is not normally disclosed. Accordingly if you buy your primary contract is
with the seller.
3. Estimates. Estimates are designed to help buyers gauge what sort of sum might be
involved for the purchase of a particular lot. The lower estimate may represent the reserve
price and certainly will not be below it. Estimates do not include the Buyer’s Premium or
VAT (where chargeable). Estimates are prepared some time before the sale and may be
altered by announcement before the sale. They are in no sense definitive.
4. Buyer’s Premium. The Buyer agrees to pay a buyer’s premium on the hammer price of
each lot purchased. The buyer’s premium is 20% (24% including VAT) of the hammer price
on each lot up to and including £150,000, plus 12% (14.40% including VAT) for any
amount in excess of £150,000. VAT at the prevailing rate of 20% is added to all of these
premiums and additional charges as defined below.
5. VAT. (*) indicates that VAT is payable b y the purchaser at the standard rate (presently
20%) on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. This
imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European
Union and is not operating the Dealers Margin Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on
importation into the UK. The double symbol (**) indicates that the lot has been imported
from outside the European Union and the present position is that these lots are liable to
a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the gross lot price (i.e. both the hammer price and the buyer’s
premium). Lots which appear without either of the above symbols indicate that no VAT is
payable on the hammer price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’
Margin Scheme and it should be noted that the VAT included within the Premium is not
recoverable as input tax.
6. Descriptions and Conditions. All goods are excluded from the Sale of Goods Act 1979 and
sold as seen. Condition reports are provided on our website or upon request. The absence
of a report does not imply that a lot is without imperfections. The detail in a report will
reflect the estimated value of the lot, and large numbers of such requests received shortly
before the sale may not receive a response to all lots. Members of staff are not trained
restorers or conservators and, particularly for higher value lots, you should obtain an opinion
from such a professional. We recommend that you always view a lot in person.
We are, primarily, agents for the seller. We are dependent on information provided by the
seller and whilst we may inspect lots and act reasonably in taking a general view about them
we are normally unable to carry out a detailed or any examination of lots in order to
ascertain their condition in the way in which it would be wise for a buyer to do. Intending
buyers have ample opportunity for inspection of goods and, therefore, accept responsibility
for inspecting and investigating lots in which they may be interested. Please note carefully
the exclusion of liability for the condition of lots contained in the Conditions of Sale. Neither
the seller nor we, as the auctioneers, accept any responsibility for their condition. In
particular, mechanical objects of any age are not guaranteed to be in working order.
However, in so far as we have examined the goods and make a representation about their
condition, we shall be liable for any defect which that examination ought to have revealed
to the auctioneer but which would not have been revealed to the buyer had the buyer examined
the goods. Additionally, in specified circumstances lots misdescribed because they are
‘deliberate forgeries’ may be returned and repayment made. There is a 3 week time limit.
(The expression ‘deliberate forgery’ is defined in our Conditions of Sale).
7. Electrical goods. These are sold as ‘antiques’ only and if bought for use must be checked
over for compliance with safety regulations by a qualified electrician first.
8. Export of goods. Buyers intending to export goods should ascertain (a) whether an export=
licence is required and (b) whether there is any specific prohibition on importing goods of
that character because, e.g. they may contain prohibited materials such as ivory. Ask us if
you need help.
9. Bidding. Bidders may be required to register before the sale commences and lots will be
invoiced to the name and address on the registration form. Some form of identification
may be required if you are unknown to us. Please enquire in advance about our
arrangements for telephone bidding.
10. Commission bidding. Commission bids may be left with the auctioneers indicating the
maximum amount to be bid excluding buyers’ premium. They will be executed as cheaply
as possible having regard to the reserve (if any) and competing bids. If two buyers submit identical
commission bids the auctioneers may prefer the first bid received. Please enquire in
advance about our arrangements for the leaving of commission bids.
11. Methods of Payment. The following methods of payment are acceptable:
Debit Card drawn on a UK bank and registered to a UK billing address. There is no
additional charge for purchases made with these cards.
Bank transfer direct to our bank account, all transfers must state the relevant
sale number, lot number and your bid / paddle number. If transferring from a foreign
currency, the amount we receive must be the total due in pounds sterling (after currency
conversion and the deduction of any bank charges). Our bank details can be found on the
front or your invoice or in the sale catalogue under ‘Important Notices’.
Sterling cash payments of up to £12,000 (subject to money laundering regulations). All
major UK issued credit cards registered to a UK billing address with the exception of
American Express and Diners Club.
Collection and storage. Please note what the Conditions of Sale state about collection
and storage. It is important that goods are paid for and collected promptly. Any delay may
involve the buyer in paying storage charges.
12. Droit de suite royalty charges. From 1st January 2012 all UK art market professionals
(which includes but is not limited to; auctioneers, dealers, galleries, agents and other
intermediaries) are required to collect a royalty payment for all works of art that have been
produced by qualifying artists each time a work is re-sold during the artist’s lifetime and for
a period up to 70 years following the artists death. This payment is only calculated on
qualifying works of art which are sold for a hammer price more than the UK sterling
equivalent of EURO 1,000 – the UK sterling equivalent will fluctuate in line with prevailing
exchange rates.
It is entirely the responsibility of the buyer to acquaint himself with the precise EURO to
UK Sterling exchange rate on the day of the sale in this regard, and the auctioneer accepts
no responsibility whatsoever if the qualifying rate is different to the rate indicated.
All items in this catalogue that are marked with δ are potentially qualifying items, and
the royalty charge will be applied if the hammer price achieved is more than the UK sterling
equivalent of EURO 1,000.The royalty charge will be added to all relevant buyers’
invoices,

and must be paid before items can be cleared. All royalty charges are passed on to the
Design and Artists Copyright Society (‘DACS’), no handling costs or additional fees with
respect to these charges will be retained by the auctioneers.
The royalty charge that will be applied to qualifying items which achieve a hammer price of
more than the UK sterling equivalent of EURO 1,000, but less than the UK sterling
equivalent of EURO 50,000 is 4%. For qualifying items that sell for more than the UK
sterling equivalent of EURO 50,000 a sliding scale of royalty charges will apply – for a
complete list of the royalty charges and threshold levels, please see www.dacs.org.uk. There
is no VAT payable on this royalty charge.

TERMS OF CONSIGNMENT FOR SELLERS
1. Interpretation. In these Terms the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to the Seller and if the
consignment of goods to us is made by an agent we assume that the Seller has authorised
the consignment and that the consignor has the Seller’s authority to contract. Similarly the
words ‘we’, ‘us’, etc. refer to the Auctioneers.
2. Warranty. The Seller warrants that possession in the lots can be transferred to the Buyer
with good and marketable title, free from any third party right and encumbrances, claims
or potential claims. The Seller has provided all information concerning the items
ownership, condition and provenance, attribution, authenticity, import or export history
and of any concerns expressed by third parties concerning the same.
3. All commissions and fees are subject to VAT at the prevailing rate.
4. Commission is charged to sellers at the following rates:- please enquire at our salerooms.
5. Removal costs. Items for sale must be consigned to the saleroom by any stated deadline and
at your expense. We may be able to assist you with this process but any liability incurred to a
carrier for haulage charges is solely your responsibility.
6. Loss and damage of goods.
(a) Loss and Damage Warranty - Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA is not authorised by the
FSA to provide insurance to its clients, and does not do so. However Bristol Auction Rooms
/ BCVA for its own protection, assumes liability for property consigned to it at the lower
pre-sale estimate until the hammer falls. To justify accepting liability, Bristol Auction Rooms
/ BCVA makes a charge of 1.5% of the hammer price plus VAT, subject to a minimum
charge of £1.50, or if unsold 1.5% of our lower estimate. The liability assumed by Bristol
Auction Rooms / BCVA shall be limited to the lower pre- sale estimate or the hammer
price if the lot is sold.
(b) If the owner of the goods consigned instructs us in writing not to take such action, the goods
then remain entirely at the owners risk unless and until the property in them passes to
the Buyer or they are collected by or on behalf of the owner, and clause 6 (a) is
inapplicable.
7. Illustrations. The cost of any illustrations is borne by you. If we consider that the Lot should
be illustrated your permission will be asked first. The copyright in respect of such
illustrations shall be the property of us, the auctioneers, as is the text of the catalogue.
8. Minimum bids and our discretion. Goods will normally be offered subject to a reserve agreed
between us before the sale in accordance with clause 9. We may sell Lots below the reserve
provided we account to you for the same sale proceeds as you would have received had the
reserve been the hammer price. If you specifically give us a “discretion” we may accept a bid
of up to 10% below the formal reserve.
9. Reserves.
(a) You are entitled to place prior to the auction a reserve on any lot consigned, being the
minimum hammer price at which that lot may be sold. Reserves must be reasonable
and we may decline to offer goods which in our opinion would be subject to an
unreasonably high reserve (in which case goods carry the storage and loss and damage warranty
charges stipulated in these Terms of Consignment).
(b) A reserve once set cannot be changed except with our consent.
(c) Where a reserve has been placed only we may bid on your behalf and only up to the
reserve (if any) and you may in no circumstances bid personally.
(d) Reserves are not usually accepted for lots expected to realise below £100
10. Electrical items. These are subject to detailed statutory safety controls. Where such items
are accepted for sale you accept responsibility for the cost of testing by external contractors.
Goods not certified as safe by an electrician (unless antiques) will not be accepted for sale.
They must be removed at your expense on your being notified. We reserve the right to
dispose of unsafe goods as refuse, at your expense.
11. Soft furnishings. Soft furnishings. The sale of soft furnishings is strictly regulated by
statute law in the interests of fire safety. Goods found to infringe safety regulations will not
be offered and must be removed at your expense. We reserve the right to dispose of unsafe
goods as refuse, at your expense.
The rights of disposal referred to in clause 10 and 11 are subject to the provisions of The
Torts (Interference with Goods) Act 1977, Schedule 1, a copy of which is available for
inspection on request
12. Descriptions. Please assist us with accurate information as to the provenance etc. of
goods where this is relevant. There is strict liability for the accuracy of descriptions under
modern consumer legislation and in some circumstances responsibility lies with sellers if
inaccuracies occur. We will assume that you have approved the catalogue description of
your lots unless informed to the contrary. Where we are obliged to return the price to the
buyer when the lot is a deliberate forgery under Condition 15 of the Conditions of Sale and
we have accounted to you for the proceeds of sale you agree to reimburse us the sale proceeds.
13. Unsold. Unsold. If an item is unsold it may at our discretion be re-offered at a future sale.
Where in our opinion an item is unsaleable you must collect such items from the saleroom
promptly on being so informed. Otherwise, storage charges may be incurred. We reserve
the right to charge for storage in these circumstances at a reasonable daily rate.
14. Withdrawn and bought in items. These are liable to incur a charge of 15% commission,
1.5 % Loss and Damage Warranty and any other costs incurred including but not limited to
illustration and restoration fees all of these charges being subject to VAT on being bought
in or withdrawn after being catalogued.
15. Conditions of Sale. You agree that all goods will be sold on our Conditions of Sale. In
particular you undertake that you have the right to sell the goods either as owner or agent
for the owner. You undertake to compensate us and any buyer or third party for all losses
liabilities and expenses incurred in respect of and as a result of any breach of this
undertaking. We will also, at our discretion, and as far as practicable, confirm that an
item consigned for sale does not appear on the Art Loss register, which is administered by
an independent third party.
16. Authority to deduct commission and expenses and retain premium and interest.
(a) You authorise us to deduct commission at the stated rate and all expenses incurred
for your account from the hammer price and consent to our right to retain beneficially
the premium paid by the buyer in accordance with our Conditions of Sale and any
interest earned on the sale proceeds until the date of settlement.

(b) You authorise us in our discretion to negotiate a sale by private treaty not later than the
close of business 48 hours after the day of sale in the case of lots unsold at auction, in
which case the same charges will be payable as if such lots had been sold at auction
and so far as appropriate these Terms apply.
17. Warehousing. We disclaim all liability for goods delivered to our saleroom without sufficient
sale instructions and reserve the right to make minimum warehousing charge of £10 per
lot per day. Unsold lots are subject to the same charges if you do not remove them within a
reasonable time of notification. If not removed within three weeks we reserve the right to
sell them and defray charges from any net proceeds of sale or at your expense to consign
them to the local authority for disposal.
18. Settlement. After sale settlement of the net sum due to you normally takes place within 28
days of the sale (by crossed cheque to the seller) unless the buyer has not paid for the
goods. In this case no settlement will then be made but we will take your instructions in the
light of our Conditions of Sale. You authorise any sums owed by you to us on other
transactions to be deducted from the sale proceeds. You must note the liability to reimburse
the proceeds of sale to us as under the circumstances provided for in Condition 12 above.
You should therefore bear this potential liability in mind before parting with the proceeds
of sale until the expiry of 28 days from the date of sale.

CONDITIONS OF SALE
Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA carries on business with bidders, buyers and all those present in the
auction room prior to or in connection with a sale on the following General Conditions and on such
other terms, conditions and notices as may be referred to herein.
1. Definitions
In these Conditions:
(a) “auctioneer” means the fi m of Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA or its authorised auctioneer, as
appropriate;
(b) “deliberate forgery” means an imitation made with the intention of deceiving as to
authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or source but which is unequivocally
described in the catalogue as being the work of a particular creator and which at the
date of the sale had a value materially less than it would have had if it had been in
accordance with the description;
(c) “hammer price” means the level of bidding reached (at or above any reserve) when the
auctioneer brings down the hammer;
(d) “terms of consignment” means the stipulated terms and rates of commission on which Bristol
Auction Rooms / BCVA accepts instructions from sellers or their agents;
(e) “total amount due” means the hammer price in respect of the lot sold together with
any premium, Value Added Tax chargeable and any additional charges payable by a
defaulting buyer under these Conditions;
(f) ) “sale proceeds” means the net amount due to the seller, being the hammer price
of the lot sold less commission at the stated rate, Value Added Tax chargeable and
any other amounts due to us by the seller in whatever capacity and however arising;
(g) “You”, “Your”, etc. refer to the buyer as identified in Condition 2.
(h) The singular includes the plural and vice versa as appropriate.

(a) to proceed against you for damages for breach of contract;
(b) to rescind the sale of that Lot and/or any other Lots sold by us to you;
(c) to resell the Lot (by auction or private treaty) in which case you shall be responsible for
any resulting deify in the total amount due (after crediting any part payment and adding
any resale costs). Any surplus so arising shall belong to the seller;
(d) to remove, store and insure the Lot at your expense and, in the case of storage, either at
our premises or elsewhere;
(e) to charge interest at a rate not exceeding 1.5% per month on the total amount due to the
extent it remains unpaid for more than 3 working days after the sale;
(f) ) to retain that or any other Lot sold to you until you pay the total amount due;
(g) to reject or ignore bids from you or your agent at future auctions or to impose conditions
before any such bids shall be accepted;
(h) to apply any proceeds of sale of other Lots due or in future becoming due to you towards
the settlement of the total amount due and to exercise a lien (that is a right to retain possession
of ) any of your property in our possession for any purpose until the debt due is satisfied.
(2) We shall, as agent for the seller and on our own behalf pursue these rights and remedies
only so far as is reasonable to make appropriate recovery in respect of breach of these
conditions
9. Third party liability. All members of the public on our premises are there at their own risk and
must note the lay-out of the accommodation and security arrangements. Accordingly neither
the auctioneer nor our employees or agents shall incur liability for death or personal injury
(except as required by law by reason of our negligence) or similarly for the safety of the
property of persons visiting prior to or at a sale.
10. Commission bids. Whilst prospective buyers are/\strongly advised to attend the auction and are
always responsible for any decision to bid for a particular Lot and shall be assumed to have
carefully inspected and satisfied themselves as to its condition we will if so instructed
clearly and in writing execute bids on their behalf. Neither the auctioneer nor our
employees or agents shall be responsible for any failure to do so.
Where two or more commission bids at the same level are recorded we reserve the right in
our absolute discretion to prefer the final bid so made.
11. Warranty of title and availability. The seller warrants to the auctioneer and you that the
seller is the true owner of the property consigned or is properly authorised by the true
owner to consign for sale and is able to transfer good and marketable title to the property
free from any third party claims.
12. Agency. The auctioneer normally acts as agent
default by sellers or buyers.

only

and disclaims any

responsibility

for

13. Terms of sale. The seller acknowledges that Lots are sold subject to the stipulations of these
Conditions in their entirety and on the Terms of Consignment as notified to the consignor
at the time of the entry of the Lot.
14. Descriptions and condition

2. Bidding procedures and the Buyer
(a) Bidders are required to register their particulars before bidding and to
security arrangements before entering the auction room to view or bid;

(1) If any Lot is not paid for in full and taken away in accordance with these Conditions
or if there is any other breach of these Conditions, we, as agent for the seller and on our
own behalf, shall at our absolute discretion and without prejudice to any other rights we
may have, be entitled to exercise one or more of the following rights and remedies:

satisfy

any

(b) the maker of the highest bid accepted by the auctioneer conducting the sale shall be |
the buyer at the hammer price and any dispute about a bid shall be settled at the
auctioneer’s absolute discretion by reoffering the Lot during the course of the auction
or otherwise. The auctioneer shall act reasonably in exercising this discretion.
(c) Bidders shall be deemed to act as principals.
(2) Our right to bid on behalf of the seller is expressly reserved up to the amount of any
reserve and the right to refuse any bid is also reserved.
3. Increments. Bidding increments shall be at the auctioneer’s sole discretion.
4. The purchase price. together with a premium thereon of 28.8% which shall include VAT on
the premium at the rate imposed by law. The buyer will also be liable for any royalties
payable under Droit de Suite as set out under Information for Buyers.
5. Value Added Tax. Value Added Tax on the hammer price is imposed by law on all items
affixed with an asterisk or double asterisk. Value Added Tax is charged at the appropriate
rate prevailing by law at the date of sale and is payable by buyers of relevant Lots. (Please
refer to “Information for Buyers” for a brief explanation of the VAT position).
6. Payment
(1) Immediately a Lot is sold you will:
(a) give to us, if requested, proof of identity, and
(b) pay to us the total amount due or in such other way as is agreed by us.
(2) Any payments by you to us may be applied by us towards any sums owing from you to
us on any account whatever without regard to any directions of you or your agent, whether
express or implied.
(3) Buyers who utilise the services of ATG Live Auctions or any other live internet services
are hereby informed that the payment method details that are provided to ATG Live
Auctions or any other live internet services as part of the process of registration will, in
the absence of compliance with paragraph (1) of this clause, be utilised by us to settle any amounts
owing by such buyers to us.
7. Title and collection of purchases
(1) The ownership of any Lots purchased shall not pass to you until you have made payment
in full to us of the total amount due.
(2) You shall at your own risk and expense take away any lots that you have purchased and
paid for not later than 3 working days following the day of the auction or upon the
clearance of any cheque used for payment after which you shall be responsible for any
removal, storage and insurance charges.
(3) No purchase can be claimed or removed until it has been paid for.
8. Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA do not operate a packaging and postal service. Successful buyers
must make these arrangements independently, though the saleroom may be able to suggest
specialist shipping companies who can advise buyers, this advice is not a recommendation
and the saleroom is not liable for any aspect of the packaging and shipping process. Remedies
for non-payment or failure to collect purchases

(1) Whilst we seek to describe lots accurately, it may be impractical for us to carry out
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Prospective buyers are given ample opportunities
to view and inspect before any sale and they (and any independent experts on their behalf )
must satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of any description applied to a lot. Prospective
buyers also bid on the understanding that, inevitably, representations or statements by us
as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling
price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion shall be honestly and
reasonably held and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Subject
to the foregoing neither we the auctioneer nor our employees or agents nor the seller accept
liability for the correctness of such opinions and all conditions and warranties, whether
relating to description, condition or quality of lots, express, implied or statutory, are
hereby excluded. This Condition is subject to the next following Condition concerning deliberate
forgeries and applies save as provided for in paragraph 6“information to buyers”.
(2) Private treaty sales made under these Conditions are deemed to be sales by auction for purposes
of consumer legislation.
15. Forgeries. Notwithstanding the preceding Condition, any Lot which proves to be a deliberate forgery
(as defi
may be returned to us by you within 21 days of the auction provided it is in
the same condition as when bought, and is accompanied by particulars identifying it from the
relevant catalogue description and a written statement of defects. If we are satisfied from the
evidence presented that the Lot is a deliberate forgery we shall refund the money paid by you
for the Lot including any buyer’s premium provided that (1) if the catalogue description refl ted
the accepted view of scholars and experts as at the date of sale or
(2) you personally are not able to transfer a good and marketable title to us, you shall have
no rights under this condition.
The right of return provided by this Condition is additional to any right or remedy provided
by law or by these Conditions of Sale.
General
16. We shall have the right at our discretion, to refuse admission to our premises or attendance
at our auctions by any person.
17. (1) Any right to compensation for losses liabilities and expenses incurred in respect of and
as a result of any breach of these Conditions and any exclusions provided by them shall
be available to the seller and/or the auctioneer as appropriate.
(2) Such rights and exclusions shall extend to and be deemed to be for the b e n e f i t of
employees and agents of the seller and/or the auctioneer who may themselves enforce them.
18. Any notice to any buyer, seller, bidder or viewer may be given by first class mail, email or
Swiftmail in which case it shall be deemed to have been received by the addressee 48
hours after posting.
19. Special terms may be used in catalogue descriptions of particular classes
which case the descriptions must be interpreted in accordance with
appearing at the commencement of the catalogue.

of items in
any glossary

20. Any indulgence extended to bidders, buyers or sellers by us notwithstanding the strict
terms of these Conditions or of the Terms of Consignment shall affect the position at the
relevant time only and in respect of that particular concession only; in all other respects
these Conditions shall be construed as having full force and effect.
21. English law applies to the interpretation of these Conditions.

UPCOMING AUCTIONS 2019
Wed 18th September TIMED ONLINE SALE - Mobile Phones
Staggered Finish from 10am
VIEWING for this sale only
Tuesday 17th September 10am-4pm
Wed 2nd October

TIMED ONLINE SALE - Technology
Staggered Finish from 10am
VIEWING for this sale only
Tuesday 1st October 10am-4pm

Thurs 3rd October

Silver, Jewellery, Antiques
and Furnishings

10am

Day One: Fragrances, Jewellery,
Gifts, Clothing and Alcohol

10am

Day Two: Hand Tools, Sport and
Leisure, Catering and Vehicles

10am

Wed 9th October

Thurs 10th October

Viewing the Day Before 10.30am – 6pm and Day of Sales from 9am
Catalogues available online a week prior to each sale.

FREE ANTIQUE AND COLLECTABLES AUCTION VALUATIONS
Every Monday and Friday between 1pm - 4.30pm
Units 1-3 Yelverton Road (off Hungerford Road)
Brislington, Bristol BS4 5HP
(No Appointment Necessary)
Further information available online
www.thebcva.com / www.bristolauctionrooms.co.uk
0117 953 3676 info@thebcva.co.uk (Commercial Assets)
0117 9531603 info@bristolauctionrooms.co.uk (Antique & Later Furnishings)

